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real progress happens 
only when the advantages 

of a new technology are 
available to everyone.

Henry Ford



Duemmegi is an Italian company in capitals and ideas, and was founded in 1992.

Its operating headquarters are in Milan, Italy, but the company also has locations in 
Europe and the Far East.

Duemmegi is ISO9001 certified. It designs and manufactures its own components 
and software for Home and Building Automation systems in Italy. It uses state-of-
the-art technology and can boast at being one of the few single-product companies.

Its strength is a list of unparalleled references, built up over 25 years of business; 
its products are compliant with the EMC EN55022, EN61000-6-2/3 and EN61000-
4-2/3/4/5/6/8 standards and with the EN60664-1 and EN60065 electrical safety 
standards.

Duemmegi products are therefore compliant with the essential requirements of 
European directives 2006/95/EC (low voltage) and 2004/108/EC (EMC).

Duemmegi is a leader in dedicating resources to achieve goals in sustainable 
development and environmental protection. All sectors of the company are actively 
involved in applying the company policy on Quality and Environment.

The quality management system of Duemmegi complies with UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 
and is certified by Intertek.

the company
Our best references 

are the results 
achieved with our 

customers
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mission

Our dynamic and flexible structure is geared not only to the production and sale 
of components, but also to Customer support, thanks to our dedicated Technical 
Department, in terms of service value and assistance in developing applications.

We firmly believe that the success of our products is the result of technological 
evolution through continuous investment in research and development.

We know that an essential element required to become a reference product in the 
market, is having technology, that is reliable, easy to install and maintain, and that 
has ample capacity for integration with other systems.

Duemmegi offers a wide range of products with considerable technological 
content and our bus systems are capable of performing their assigned command 
and control functions in a simple and effective way.

All Duemmegi products are made in Italy.

continued investment, 
reliable technology, 
dynamic and flexible 
structure
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meeting our customer’s needs to the 
full, in every contact and with every 
supply.

achieving success is the result of 
all the skills and contributions of all 
collaborators.

responding quickly to changes and 
always remaining one step ahead 
through continuous investment in 
research and development.

offering a simple but powerful 
system that is recognised by all our 
customers as a top level product, 
offering a service of excellence.

our goals

customer 
focus 

quality 
of service

geared
towards action

geared towards
the individual
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duemmegi
home automation

Home Automation is the sector that studies and develops technologies to improve 
the quality of life in the home.
This highly interdisciplinary area requires contributions from many technologies and 
expert fields including construction engineering, automation, electrical engineering, 
electronics, telecommunications and ITC.

Home automation was born with the purpose of studying and finding tools and 
strategies to:

improve the quality of life

save energy

reduce running costs

improve safety

simplify
the design, 
installation,
maintenance and
use of technology

to improve
the quality 
of life and not only
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The technological solutions that can be adopted to implement a home automation 
system depend on the specific features of use of household items. Duemmegi 
offers:

Home automation technologies also provide certain advantages such as:

a home automation system must 
simplify some of the daily actions, 
especially the repetitive ones, 
without creating any complication.

automation
of daily actions

energy
saving

A fully automated system should 
avoid costs generated by energy 
waste due to forgetfulness or 
other situations, by continuously 
monitoring energy consumption 
and managing the switch-on 
priorities of household appliances.

Home automation systems are directed towards a large, 
non-professional audience and therefore they must be 
easy to use in a natural, unambiguous and universally 
recognised way, through a user-friendly interface. They 
must also be safe and must not create any dangers to 
those who do not know or understand the potential of 
home automation systems.

simplicity

the system must be built and designed to offer 
interruption-free service and therefore, it must be 
virtually immune to breakdowns or be simple to repair 
even for non-specialised personnel or, when required, 
be able to be put right in the shortest possible time.

continuous operation

the system is always working and does not require any 
special attention. Even in case of failure, the system must 
be able to provide the service it was designed for, or a 
similar service in the event of reduced operation. It must 
also be able to warn about any failures and generate a 
report of any anomalies.

reliability

a home automation system, in order to be within 
everyone’s reach, must be sufficiently flexible to meet 
every need, from the least pretentious to the most 
complex. Duemmegi technology is at the service of the 
user by simplifying and speeding up many of the most 
common daily actions.

within everyone’s reach

duemmegi offers

advantages
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All these features, if developed all together and not singularly, generate an 
integrated home automation system that can simplify life inside the home.  
 
The house becomes smart not because there are smart systems, but because 
the smart system installed is capable of easily controlling and managing the 
systems in the house with absolute ease.

The user interface (human-machine interface), in line with all the above 
considerations, must be reliable (without creating any conflicts between 
commands), easy to use (even for children or elderly people) and pleasant (the 
difficulty of interacting with the system should not be a barrier to its use).

14



comforts

safety

energy saving integration

management

The multi-room and multi-source Audio & Video and Home 
Theatre systems distribute music and images throughout the 
house from sources such as Blu-Ray, Sat-Tv, iPod, radio and 
HD cinema. In every room, you can choose the music or images 
from the source you prefer, without having any anti-aesthetic 
appliance in the rooms.
Colours and fragrances are mixed together through 
chromotherapy and aromatherapy to suit every wish in providing 
pleasure that you can only find in spas.

The anti-intrusion system integrated with the home automation 
system ensures protection and safety of the house in any 
situation, providing a control over the system when you are at 
home and when you are not.
The fact that you can record and review what the indoor and 
outdoor cameras are recording, when you are at home and 
when you are out, means that every event is noted with no 
possibility of error.
The system that monitors all household appliances and 
systems, reports and handles any domestic hazard situations 
such as gas leaks flooding, emergency calls, power blackout, 
etc.

A home automation system allows intelligent management 
of all utilities, making sure you keep consumptions below a 
desired threshold. Real-time consumption analysis allows 
the system to intervene immediately if the pre-set limits are 
exceeded, by deactivating the loads (oven, washing machine, 
dishwasher, etc ..) according to a customised order of priorities, 
so as to avoid any waste.

It ensures the home automation system, maximum freedom of 
choice of the various components, from the most simple such 
as brand and model of switches, to the most complex such as 
service providers.
An open system is able to communicate with other systems in 
the house: anti-intrusion systems / video surveillance systems 
/ air conditioning - cooling - heating - dehumidification systems 
/ multi-source and multi-room audio and video systems / 
comfort / safety / irrigation / home theatre / load control / 
lighting / scenarios.

The Duemmegi system offers multiple solutions for home 
management with different solutions and costs according to the 
customer’s needs.
You can supervise all the automated functions in the home  
through easy-to-use Web interfaces, which can be customised 
and are accessible from most common wireless
devices, by using wi-fi networks and internet connection.
Systems are designed to be used on any device equipped 
with a Web browser such as normal Windows PCs, Mac and 
Linux devices, phones and tablets with Android and Apple 
technologies.

1

3

4

52

the 5 concepts
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duemmegi
supervision

You can choose between two different devices to create first-level supervision, 
DFAPP and DFWEB, both designed to be used in all applications with the Domino 
system.
 
DFAPP allows you to control and program the home automation system through the 
iCasaMia and aCasaMia free applications available on Apple Store and Google Play. 
Thanks to these APPs, the DFAPP is a user-friendly solution that turns your mobile 
device into a remote control for controlling and managing, both locally and remotely, 
lighting, automation, climate control, switching on at scheduled times, load control, 
energy consumption and much more.
 
DFWEB, on the other hand, is a web-server designed to monitor those situations 
where you require a custom graphical interface and where you want to control the 
home automation system without getting involved in any complicated software 
set-up procedures. DFWEB does not need an APP; you can control and manage 
your home by using any web browser in any mobile device or PC.

Here are some of the features that DFWEB allows you to control:
 
> Lights (on/off dimmer) 
> Motorised systems (rolling shutters, curtains, blinds) 
> Heat regulation (panels, fan coils, radiators, air conditioners, dehumidifiers) 
> Cameras (in real time, without registration) 
> Irrigation 
> Music, projection screens, projectors 
> Scenarios

These are the DFH and WEBCON server supervisory systems. They enable the 
management of lighting, motors and shutters, air conditioning, video surveillance 
and anti-intrusion systems, timers and irrigation, energy consumption, networks, 
VoIP telephony, multi-room audio/video systems, complex scenarios.

Using WEBCON is easy and fast.

The remote connection uses exactly the same user interface as the local one. The 
screen displays are designed to make it easy to use.
Different proposals are available to meet the user’s preferences.
One of the most important features of modern systems of house control is the 
remote interaction.
The WEBCON remote access feature is easy, fast and safe. If you have good 
Internet connection you can achieve the same quality performance as with local 
use connections.
Access is made directly to the WEBCON server installed in your house via the 
Internet connection. The system uses the most sophisticated security techniques 
to protect against unauthorised access or intrusion attempts.

the duemmegi
supervision proposal, 
has two levels

DFAPP DFH

WEBCON PRO

first level1

2 second level
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lights, automation, climate
For controlling the lighting and automated devices, the system is integrated 
with the Domino bus. Using an iPad, for example, you can turn on and off or 
regulate a single light, groups of lights, dimmers and lighting fixtures with RGB 
light source. The screen displays the opened and closed status of windows 
and doors and also indicates if they are moving. You can control the opening, 
closing and stopping of doors and gates, windows, awnings, shutters or any 
other automatic device in your house. Associating an image or images from a 
camera to the command of a button provides a visual association with the area 
concerned.
The system also keeps the temperature throughout your house under control, 
allowing you to set and change the values in the different areas. For each area 
you can set manual temperature values, return to the general programme, shut 
down the system or set it to antifreeze mode.
If an area is set to automatic mode, it will follow the heating profile set on the 
control unit.
From the climate management page of the control unit in Winter mode (heating) 
or Summer mode (cooling) you can change the heating or cooling programme, 
or set the “economy” programme to reduce energy consumption if you are away 
for longer than usual.
By controlling temperature and humidity you can regulate the dew point and 
thus eliminate problems with condensation.
For a more precise control, the measured values can be displayed in numerical or 
graphical form. This possibility becomes an essential tool in eliminating wastage 
and reducing energy costs. You can also consult a daily summary divided into 
time slots, or you can view the values of the last 10 days to optimise values and 
switch-on times.

multi-room Audio/Video

scenarios

WEBCON integrates the multi-room Audio/Video systems and allows you to 
control the house systems directly from your Smartphone, tablet, PC, smart-
TV, etc. by using network connections. You can therefore have your favourite 
music come on when you enter the house and vice-versa switch off appliances 
which are still on when you go out. The system is fully integrated with some 
models, which allow you to independently manage the Audio/Video sources, 
also including HDMI distributions. By clicking on a specific area, you access the 
full menu that replicates the remote control and the display of the local device.

The scenario management is one of the most common and interesting features 
of home automation systems. A scenario is a combination of multiple commands 
that cause the simultaneous execution of multiple actions on the system. For 
example: when you leave the house, the “GOING OUT” scenario will turn off 
the lights, close the shutters and perform additional specific actions on each 
installation, such as the activation of burglar alarms. The system allows you to 
create complex scenarios, for which the activation of any action depends on a 
sophisticated programming logic and specific activation conditions. For example: 
you can enable different scenarios depending on the date and time or user type.
Scenarios can be activated manually, at a specific time or upon the occurrence 
of an event on the system.



video surveillance

energy consumption and energy saving 
measurements

Some of the most advanced digital cameras equipped with network interface 
can be integrated in the system. The images recorded in real time by all the 
recording devices installed in a house can be viewed when you want. All the 
basic functions of a sophisticated video surveillance system are included with 
the advantages of a fully integrated system. This system prompts the video 
recording function if any movement is detected by a camera or as a consequence 
of a report made by a presence sensor or upon the occurrence of any events 
set on the system, such as the opening of doors or gates. The system provides 
the list of recordings in chronological order that can be reviewed locally and 
remotely. The system can also send an email containing the recorded frames. 
To meet privacy requirements, the system can be programmed to automatically 
delete the recorded images after a pre-set period of time (it can be set for each 
camera) or to disable its recording function. Each user will only have access to 
the cameras as authorised in their personal profile.

The installation of a command and control system in your house allows you 
to make better and more efficient use of the energy you consume. Significant 
and measurable energy savings can be made with very simple applications, 
such as with zone-based management of the heating system, the automatic 
management of shading systems in summer and automatic light control.
The system allows you to create these functions and add complex logics with 
ease. The possibility of integrating temperature and humidity probes enables 
climatic comfort optimisation and significant savings.
The results you achieve are immediately available by viewing the trend of the 
various values such as temperature, humidity and energy consumption and 
comparing them with the pre-set values.
The system includes a daily summary divided in hourly, monthly or yearly 
timeslots. Electricity consumption can be viewed at any time by using the 
network analysers. In this case you can consult a daily summary compared with 
the values over the recent period, displayed in numerical and graphical form, 
and configure the system to enable automatic saving scenarios. The system 
can limit the operation of air conditioners in case of high energy consumption, 
enable appliances only when the solar panels produce energy, automatically 
turn the lights on and off when entering or leaving a room and, if necessary, 
deactivate non-essential appliances.

ensured access security

The system uses the most sophisticated security techniques to protect against 
unauthorised access or intrusion attempts. The system implements SSL 
encryption to ensure the integrity and secrecy of low-level communication 
between the server and the Web browser used for remote access. In addition, 
the authentication of the user and access device is based on two user codes 
PIN and PUK.
At the lowest level, in a completely transparent way for the user, the system 
relies on particularly long authorisation keys to transfer information and authorise 
each peripheral device. In addition, it implements additional protection functions 
against intrusion attempts. Anyhow, if the used access device is considered 
safe, in local or remote access mode, the user does not need to enter PIN and 
PUK codes at every connection, making the security architecture completely 
transparent and absolutely reliable at the same time.

user profile management
Webcon comes preconfigured with a page reserved for users with admin rights 
allowing easy access to the management of one’s profile.
You can fully manage user access rights, set and revoke administrator rights, 
enable and disable a user, modify PIN and PUK, delete a user and define access 
rights by limiting them to certain pages or to certain cameras.

A
B
C
D
E
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iGlass

iGlass keyboards with capacitive touch technology have been designed to 
ensure high performance and maximum flexibility.
Aesthetics must never lead to compromises. For this reason the series provides 
complete customisation freedom.
In fact, you can choose any pantone colour or even an image as your background 
and also which icons will define the functions of the individual buttons, whether 
they are chosen from among our proposals or directly created by you.

...when technology 
meets the elegance
of design

Every single requested iGlass
may be different from the others,
so as to perfectly adapt to
different environments.

I40 I45

I50 I55

I60 I65

I68B I73

I78

I41 I46

I51 I56

I61 I66

I69

I74 I79

I42 I47

I52 I57

I62

I67 I70

I75 I80

I43 I48

I53

I58 I63

I68 I71

I76 I81

I44

I49 I54

I59 I64

I68A I72

I77 I82

I15 I20

I25 I30

I35

I16 I21

I26

I31 I36

I17

I22 I27

I32 I37

I18

I23 I28

I33 I38

I14 I19

I24 I29

I34 I39

I10 I11 I12

I13

I01 I01A I01AA I01AAA I01AAAA I01AAAAA I01B I02 I03

I04 I05 I06 I07 I08 I09

stylish icons
These are our standard icons, but of course the customer can provide his own 
set (only vector formats such as .eps are accepted).
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the

system 
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traditional
system

the bus
systems

a standard solution 
with limited 
performance

a solution with a 
limited number
number of functions

In a traditional system the power cables determine the two-way correspondence 
between command and users, as well as distributing electricity. In this way, any 
changes to the operation of the system will also lead to a change in connections 
often requiring masonry work with significant expenditure of time and money.

The implementation of banal functions (such as turning on a light from two or 
more command points) leads to a significant complication in the wiring and 
longer installation times. Furthermore, it is impossible to equip the system with a 
supervisory or remote-control system.

In a traditional system automatic sequences cannot be performed (such as closing 
simultaneously all motorised windows and doors and turning off all the lights when 
the anti-intrusion system is enabled) unless you resort to additional complicated 
wiring as each utility requires its own dedicated command.

Not to mention the:
• Command points with constant voltage (230 VAC) 
• Power circuits always active. 
• Electromagnetic fields

In a system made with BUS technology, the command points represent the system 
inputs while users represent the outputs.
For example, when a button is pressed, the system processes the information 
passing through the bus cable and, according to the set programming, it commands 
the actuator modules (outputs). In this way the command assignment to one or 
more utilities is totally arbitrary.

The “connection” exists only on the programming level, therefore it is possible to 
implement and modify a potentially unlimited number of functions without any 
physical action on the circuits.

The wiring of a system of this type is extremely simplified and the installation times 
and costs are significantly reduced compared to a traditional system. All modules 
are connected in parallel by the one bus cable (unshielded two-wire cable), while 
the 230V mains is only in the output modules.

There are also:
• Low voltage command points 
• Disconnectable power circuits 
• Reduction of electromagnetic fields
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the domino
bus system
the Domino bus system 
can manage a wide 
range of functions
across all its devices.

The main components of the system are placed in the electric panel (switchgear) 
of the house/shop/office (DFPW2 power supply, DFCKIII clock, DFUSB interface, 
DF4RI module…) while the command components are usually placed in the wall 
boxes of switches (DF4I module with 4 digital inputs) allowing you to use your 
favourite switch/plug fixtures.

The actuators (which execute the commands) are to be positioned, depending on 
your needs and on the type of work, in the mains distribution boards, in junction 
boxes (e.g. PT5), in blind 503 flush-mounting boxes, in false ceilings, in the shutter 
container or, more in general, in the available spaces near the command in question 
(e.g.: shutter module, 4 power-relay module, dimmer module etc.).

It is possible to connect together more than 2000 points (depending on chosen 
configurations) with a double insulated cable whose section is between 0.35 sq.mm 
and 1 sq.mm. It is therefore possible to connect up to 255 input modules and 255 
output modules plus all those modules that do not occupy any address (DFWEB, 
DFTouch…).

The system can extend for more than 1 km, depending on the number of modules 
and power supplies installed, the type of installation and the cable cross section.
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INININ

OUT OUTOUT

bus domino 
system 
characteristics

It has a distributed 
intelligence logic, 
therefore the failure of 
one module does not 
affect the operation of 
the system.

The system allows 
the use of only 2 
components for the 
construction of the 
installations (buttons 
and plugs) from any 
series of electrical 
fixtures.

The system is 
programmed, after 
having directed the 
modules, when the 
system has been 
completed. 
Once the 
programming is 
completed, the user 
and the installer 
can access the 
description of the 
installed programme 
for any other addition 
or future modification.

You need to use a 
normal type of cable 
for the connection (with 
unshielded, two-wire 
cable with a maximum 
section on the plant of 
1 mm²).

The relays on the 
modules are bistable 
(consumptions are 
reduced and if the bus 
is missing the status 
remains unchanged).

You can modify the 
functions or the logics 
even remotely, without 
having to intervene 
physically on the system.

It is possible to remotely 
control the system.
The customer will be 
able to see their home 
from any mobile device.

It is possible to provide 
an “unlimited” number 
of scenarios integrated 
with the other house 
systems.

The software 
programming is 
simplified and “within 
everyone’s reach”.

It is open, which means 
that it can be integrated 
with other systems.

The system can 
perform a precise self-
diagnostics.

traditional system

home automation system
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power supply module
DFPW2

The power supply module DFPW2 generates the voltage required for the operation of the modules connected to the Domino bus. The input voltage for 
the proper operation of the DFPW2 module must be 230VAC 50Hz.

The power supply module contains a self-resetting electronic protection that steps in, in the event of overload or short circuit, interrupting the power 
supply towards the outlet. The DFPW2 module can supply up to a maximum of 50 modules of the Domino series. Depending on the modules installed, 
the system type and the section of the cable, it may be necessary to install other DFPW2 modules in different locations in order to distribute them evenly 
along the length of the bus and minimise voltage drops.

When connecting multiple power supplies in parallel it is necessary to respect polarity (Phase/Neutral and +/-) and provide a single general 
disconnection device. In the case of three-phase systems, all DFPW2 installed must receive power supply from the same phase.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage 230VAC ± 10% 50Hz, 20VA

Nominal output voltage (bus) 25V peak, pulsed waveform, SELV

Short circuit and overload protection electronic

Maximum number of Domino modules for each DFPW2 50

Operation and anomaly LEDs

Dimensions 6 DIN modules (6M)

 

interface unit
DFPRO

The portable multifunctional device DFPRO is a useful and indispensable tool for configuring, monitoring and performing diagnostics on the system 
avoiding the use of a PC.

The functions that DFPRO can perform are:
• Checking the address assigned to the modules.
• Configuring the special module parameters (eg. DFIR, DFDM, etc.).
• Viewing the status or value of the input modules.
• Viewing the status or value of the output modules.
• Commanding the digital and dimmer outputs.
• Obtaining the list of modules installed in the system.
• Measuring the voltage level on the bus.
• Requesting the firmware version of the modules.

DFPRO can be directly connected to the PRG connector (if provided) of a single Domino module that is not connected to the bus. This type of connection 
is typically used to assign and verify the module address before the installation in the system. (Fig.1)

DFPRO can be directly connected to the PRG connector (if provided) of a module that is part of a Domino bus system, powered by one or more

DFPW2s; in this case, diagnostic and configuration functions can be performed. (Fig.2)

Finally, DFPRO can be used as interface between PC and Domino buses (regardless of the active menu). In this case DFPRO works in exactly the same 
way as a serial interface. (Fig. 3)

The DFPRO is supplied with a cable for easy and fast connection to the 3-pole connectors on most of the Domino modules, and identified as a PRG 
connector. The connection cable between DFPRO and the RS232 of the PCs is also provided.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply Voltage: alkaline 9V battery, 6LR61 bus format

Display
LCD, alphanumeric, 4 lines of 20 characters, programmable
automatic backlighting with timer, adjustable contrast

Keyboard 23 buttons

Protection from output over-current on bus cable

Serial interface RS232 via provided cable

MODULE ABSORPTION WEIGHT
DF4DV 2÷10 (1)
DF8IL 3

DF8RIT 2
DFANA 2

DFANA-M 2
DFAPP 20 (2)
DFCC 3

DFCC2 5
DFDALI 2

DFDALI64 2
DFDMX 4
DFDV 2
DFH 20 (2)

DFIGLASS 3
DFLS 3

DFMETEO 4
DFRHT 2

DFTOUCH 8
DFTOUCH2 18

DFTP/I 2
DFTZ 2

DFWEB 15
DFWRX 2
DFMB-C 2

(1) This weight depends on the load applied to the outputs; when 
connected to ballasts or similar devices, consider a weight 2 (because 
the output current is absorbed by the ballast instead of being 
provided by the Domino module). 
(2) Only if it is not powered by an auxiliary power supply. 
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DFH
The DFH module is developed to be used in all the Domino system implementations in which it is possible to control the home automation system 
through LAN or Internet connection..
DFH integrates a standard WEBCON multi-protocol supervisory Web server, licensed for a Domino bus, so it is a powerful Web-based system that does 
not require any special software installation on your PC, except for a Web browser.
The DFH module for Domino bus is therefore an integrated solution for local and remote control and management of lighting, air conditioning, time 
scheduling, load control, energy monitoring, anti-intrusion system, safety and fire protection, access control, irrigation, VoIP telephony, multi-room 
audio/video systems, scenarios, voice synthesis and much more.

Technical Specifications

External power supply:
12V DC/1A or 24V DC/0.5A
(AC power not allowed)

Total maximum current available on the
4 USB ports:

1.2 A

CPU: quad-core Cortex-A53 1,2 GHz

RAM: 1GB LPDDR2 (900 MHz)

Onboard network: 10/100 Ethernet RJ45

Available interfaces: 4 x USB, optically-isolated RS485/RS232 Port

Dimensions: 4 DIN modules (4M)

Optional converters USB - RS-232 and USB - RS-485.

MOBILE APPLICATIONS
iCasaMia and aCasaMia are the official Duemmegi APPs for iOS and Android devices, which can be used to program and supervise your Domino System.
These APPs are easy and intuitive and allow to connect smartphones and tablets to the Domino system without any cables.
During the setup iCasaMia and aCasaMia will guide you step by step and will stop you in case of mistakes by giving you warning messages.
No programming skills are required to use them.

iCasaMia and aCasaMia are designed not only for the installer but also for the end customer, this is the reason why they are divided into two parts:
• Back-End
This part is dedicated to the installer and is protected with a password. Here it is possible to address the modules automatically, configure and program 
basis functions.
• Front-End
This part is for daily use and is meant for the end customer to control his smarthome. Here the user can customize different menus, such as rooms, 
scenarios, climate zones and much more.
 
To use iCasaMia and aCasaMia a DFAPP module is required.
For further information, please visit our website: www.duemmegi.it
 

WEB interface unit WEB interface unit
DFAPP

The DFAPP module is a gateway between Ethernet network and Domino bus; through the BDTools and BDWizard support software, you can perform all 
operations such as assigning the module addresses, programming the system functions, reading and editing operating programmes, updating module 
firmware and more, via the Ethernet network, locally and remotely. If you have a suitably configured access point, you can also perform the same 
operations in wireless mode.
The DFAPP module also allows you to control and program the home automation system through the free APPS iCasaMia and aCasaMia available on 
their stores; thanks to these APPs, the DFAPP is a user-friendly solution for controlling and managing, both locally and remotely, lighting, automation, 
climate control, switching on at scheduled times, load control, energy consumption and much more.

Technical Specifications

External power supply:
12V DC/1A or 24V DC/0.5A
(AC power not allowed)

Total maximum current available on the
4 USB ports:

1.2 A

CPU: quad-core Cortex-A53 1,2 GHz

RAM: 1GB LPDDR2 (900 MHz)

Onboard network: 10/100 Ethernet RJ45

Dimensions: 4 DIN modules (4M)

PLUG-IN GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR DFAPP
It is possible to associate a standard graphic license to the interface unit called DFAPP, this allows the creation of graphics supervision in a simple and 
intuitive way. 
The “Plug-in” reads the entire XML file previously created through the CasaMia APPs and encodes all the points it contains, dividing them by “type”. 
In the project development area, the installer can customise graphics for the end user.
It is possible to:
• Create, rename, delete pages and change their order.
• Insert a background image (floorplan), resize it, move it, delete it or replace it (on the page).
• Enter coded points on the page via the menu divided by “type”. Each type has a standard matching icon. You can resize the icon (max 128px), move 
it, delete it and decide to hide its name.
It is therefore possible to show home automation functions using simple and intuitive graphics for the end customer.

Example of result:

Tablet
Web touch screen 10” built-in

Web touch screen 7” built-in
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DFUSB
The module allows you to connect the Domino bus to a Personal Computer through the USB port. Installing on your PC the DBTools specific software 
provided, you can proceed with a fast and easy startup of the system. Suitable for installation on DIN rail (2M).

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Interface USB slave (not isolated from the bus)

Operation and communication LEDs

Dimensions 2 DIN modules (2M)

WEBCON PRO
WEBCON PRO represents the most complete package of the entire range of WEBCON products, designed to be used in complex Automation Systems 
and Building Automation.

Features
Web-based graphical control interface

Powerful Web-based configuration and diagnostic tools

Full range of features, no restriction on the number of supported subsystems, unlimited clients

Multi-level architecture

Fast and secure Remote Access

User profile management, ACL (Access Control List)

Optional converters USB – RS232 and USB – RS485

WEBCON Pi Strato
WEBCON Pi Strato is the first step in the Duemmegi Webcon supervisor range and offers advanced solutions for the local and remote controlling of the 
systems.

Features
Web-based graphical control interface

Powerful Web-based configuration and diagnostic tools

Wide range of features, unlimited clients

Multi-level architecture

Fast and secure remote access

User profile management, ACL (Access Control List)

DIN mounting case (4M)

Optional converters USB – RS232 and USB – RS485

WEBCON MINI
Suitable for small installations, includes all WEBCON features with limitations of use.
Reserved for single bus installations and medium level integrations.

Features
Web-based graphical control interface

Powerful Web-based configuration and diagnostic tools

Wide range of features, unlimited clients

Multi-level Architecture

Fast and secure remote access

User profile management, ACL (Access Control List)

Optional converters USB – RS232 and USB – RS485

WEB interface unit BUS interface unit

DFMB-C
DFMB-C allows to manage  up to 4 internal unit (split)  of a condiotioning system through the Domino bus.  The conditioning system can be interfaced 
in RS485 and MODBUS protocol. The compatible systems are the one of the table above.
The DFMB-C module allows you to perform the following functions to and from the air conditioning units:
• switching the air conditioning unit on and off 
• operating mode setting (Auto, Hot, Cold, Ventilation, Dehumidification)
• temperature setting and display
• fan speed adjustment (max 4, however dependent on the specific unit)
• deflector adjustment (max 4 positions + oscillation, however dependent on the specific unit

Interface Brand
Realtime RTD-RA DAIKIN

Realtime RTD-NET DAIKIN

Intesisbox ME-AC-MBS-1 MITSUBISHI

Intesisbox DK-AC-MBS-1 DAIKIN

Intesisbox PA-AC-MBS-1 PANASONIC

Samsung MIN-B19N SAMSUNG

Mitsubishi PROCON A1M MITSUBISHI

Technical Specification
Power supply voltage from bus 

Interface to Conditioning System RS485

Communication Protocol MODBUS RTU

RS485 cable max lenght 300 meters 

Dimensions 2 DIN modules (2M)
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DFTOUCH
The DFTouch display terminal allows you to create a simple custom graphical interface for managing your own DFTOUCH home automation system with 
Domino bus. It is available in the traditional monochrome version.

The main features of the DFTouch display terminal are the following:
• Direct connection to the Domino bus 
• Monochrome display 240x320 
• Backlighting with timer and contrast adjustable via the panel 
• Each page can be customised with background images and animated icons for the display of statuses and sending commands. 
• Pages can be changed with customizable digital buttons 
• The page changes when there is a status change on a module in the field; this feature is useful for creating alarm pages 
• Built-in buzzer with programmable operation 
• Visualisation of temperatures measured by modules in the field (e.g. DFTA and DFTE), in numerical and graphical format (bar graph) 
• Management of temperature adjustment modules (e.g. DFCT) 
• Management of the programmer timer (DFCK3) 
• Visualisation and editing of date and time from bus (requires DFCK3 or DFCP modules) 
• Visualisation of electrical parameters of the system measured by the DFCC or DFANA modules 
• Scenario management: DFTouch allows you to create, edit, and save multiple scenarios via the panel; this operation can be done directly by the user 
without requiring the presence of the installer. Scenarios can be retrieved by using buttons on the DFTouch or buttons in the field. Every scenario can 
control lights, shutters, curtains, change the brightness output level on the dimmer modules and more 
• Screen saver function with customizable timer 
• “User friendly” DFTouchTools or BDGraph software for application development 
• Application uploading via RS232 serial interface 
• Each page can have a bitmap background, so it can be easily customizable; furthermore we provide the development software 
including a large library of symbols.
• Multiple DFTouch display terminals can be installed in the same system.
The DFTouch display terminal is housed in a box suitable for standard 506E boxes.

Technical Specifications

Power supply voltage:
from Domino bus
12-24V DC SELV ± 20 or 12V AC ± 10%

Display monochrome 4” LCD 240x320

LED backlighting

Continuous contrast adjustment via the touch panel

PC interface RS232 with adapter cable provided

Audible warnings Internal buzzer with programmable operation

Does not occupy any address

Container for built-in 506E box

DFCP 4 STD
The DFCP 4 controller is the heart of an entire Domino system. The system is managed through equations that link inputs and outputs. DFP 4 offers 
powerful programming features capable of meeting almost any requirement.
DFP 4 ensures complete control of the internal RAM (buffered by battery), allowing you to decide the status that each memory cell, and therefore also 
each system physical output, should switch to after a system power interruption.
In addition to the classic equations for logic events, DFCP 4 also provides algebraic calculation functions and time equations with a daily, weekly and 
yearly calendar.
Thanks to the Script function, which includes programme macro-blocks written in a very simple language similar to Basic, DFCP 4 can perform very 
complicated operations.
DFCP 4 is also able to calculate sunrise and sunset times and the Sun’s position (azimuth and elevation); the calculated values are saved in 4 registers 
to be defined by using the LOCALIZE configuration directive.
If multiple controllers are installed, information can be exchanged between them. This is also true for controllers from the Contatto and Domino series. 
Compared with the previous DFCP version, it includes the following features:
• Weekly integrated scheduler to manage 16 points (“areas”). 
• A new programme is transferred to DFCP 4 and stored in a different part of the memory. Therefore, while downloading the new programme, the 
programme already installed continues to operate without interruption; only when the download is complete and successful the new programme takes 
over from the old one. 
• MODBUS TCP/IP Slave on ETH port in ETH version 
• Integrated Ethernet Bridge, multi-user up to 8 simultaneous connections (ETH version) 
• Integrated WEB Server, multi-user up to 8 simultaneous connections (ETH version) 
• Basic diagnostics via WEB browser without needing to install MCP IDE (ETH version) 

The available versions are the following: 
DFCP 4 STD: 1 RS232 + 2 RS485
DFCP 4 ETH: 1 RS232 + 2 RS485 + ETH
To programme the DFCP4 control unit, the software tool DCP IDE must be installed on the PC. The DCP IDE package also includes the DCP Visio 
programme, which enables you to view graphically the status of the field and all parameters of DFCP 4, and other programmes with specific functions 
The module is housed in a modular 6M box.

DFCP 4 ETH

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage 15V AC (± 20%) or 24V DC (± 25%)

Power supply voltage 160mA @ 12V AC / 110mA @ 24V DC

Number of internal processors 2

Automatic summer/winter time change Yes

Average response time input  → output 40msec

User programme memory 16 Mbytes FLASH type

RAM memory 256 KWords

Number of virtual points 2032

Number of registers 1024, 16 bit each

Number of timers 512 with times from 0 to 6553 seconds, resolution 0.1 sec.

Number of counters 1024, 16 bit each

Programmer timer Daily, Weekly and Annual

Advanced integrated scheduler Weekly

Number of manageable input addresses 255 addresses, 16 bit each

Number of manageable output addresses 255 addresses, 16 bit each

Available communication ports

1 x RS232 - optically isolated
2 x RS485 - optically isolated
1 x dedicated port
1 x Ethernet port (optional)

Pluggable peripheral devices
Touch screen displays
SCADA supervision systems on PC

Interface with other systems Through MODBUS RTU and MODBUS TCP/IP protocols

Dimensions 6 DIN modules (6M)

control unit DFTouch module
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DFWRX
The module can manage up to 4 wireless transmitters with ENOCEAN technology. The advantage of this technology is that the transmitters are wireless 
and also battery-less, so they do not need to be powered by battery. The power is in fact generated by converting mechanical energy, caused by the 
pressure or release of the button, into electricity that is sufficient to transmit the command. Normally, each transmitter has 4 inputs, therefore, each 
DFWRX module can manage up to 16 points. The transmitters usually have the shape of a keyboard with 2 rocker buttons and, therefore, 4 commands. 
These keyboards can be purchased from several manufacturers, providing a wide choice of styles and colours. The keyboards are very thin and can also 
be glued to the wall without any kind of masonry work; this system is therefore very useful if, subsequently, you want to add some commands to a 
Domino system and you cannot bring the cables to the chosen point, or if the keyboards are to be fixed onto very thin walls, or if the walls cannot be 
structurally modified (e.g. glass walls).

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Number of transmitters that can be managed 4 for a total of 16 input points

It occupies from 1 to 4 consecutive input addresses

Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)

input modules input modules
DFIGLASS/N 6T

The DFIGLASS is a glass keypad module for 6 commands equipped with LED backlighting with the possibility of enabling acoustic feedback and proximity 
sensor (the approach of the hand to the keyboard will cause the backlight to turn on). The module is available in white or black standard colour. On 
request, versions with different colored glass and customized icons and / or integrated with a room temperature probe can be made.

DFIGLASS/B 6T

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

It occupies 1 or 2 input address and 1 output address

Dimensions for built-in 503E box installation

DFIGLASS/N 4T
The DFIGLASS is a glass keypad module for 4 commands equipped with LED backlighting with the possibility of enabling acoustic feedback and proximity 
sensor (the approach of the hand to the keyboard will cause the backlight to turn on). The module is available in white or black standard colour. On 
request, versions with different colored glass and customized icons and / or integrated with a room temperature probe can be made.

DFIGLASS/B 4T

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

It occupies 1 or 2 input address and 1 output address

Dimensions for built-in 503E box installation

COORDINATED SOCKET SET
Coordinated socket set for DFIGLASS series, mountable on Axolute support. Available for 503 and 504 boxes in standard white, black or customizable 
colour.

DF8I
Module for 8 normally open digital inputs (3M). Suitable for connection to auxiliary contacts, buttons, limit switches, selectors, twilight switches, etc. It 
is therefore possible to put together status, alarm and command signals, etc.

Technical Specifications

Power supply voltage from bus

Current by contact
1mA with closed contact
0mA with open contact

Input voltage 5V DC

Maximum length allowed for input cables 10 m

Operation LED

It occupies 2 consecutive input addresses

Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)

DFIGLASS/N 2T-V
The DFIGLASS is a glass keypad module for 2 commands equipped with LED backlighting with the possibility of enabling acoustic feedback and proximity 
sensor (the approach of the hand to the keyboard will cause the backlight to turn on). The module is available in white or black standard colour. On 
request, versions with different colored glass and customized icons and / or integrated with a room temperature probe can be made.

DFIGLASS/B 2T-V

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

It occupies 1 or 2 input address and 1 output address

Dimensions for built-in 503E box installation
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DF4RI
The multifunction DF4RI and DF4RIR modules can control 4 loads (e.g. lights) or two-by-two loads using the Domino bus for managing shutters, rolling 
shutters and similar (only for AC motors with double winding) and status transmission of 4 generic ON-OFF inputs (connected, for example, to buttons, 
switches, limit switches, etc.).
The only difference between the DF4RI and DF4RIR versions is the type of box, which has a reduced height in the DF4RIR version.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Current for each input 1mA with closed contact - 0mA with open contact

Maximum length allowed for input cables 10m

Capacity of each output contact (MAX)

resistive load (cosφ=1) 12A at 250V AC (3000VA)
inductive load (cosφ=0.85) 3.6A at 250V AC (900VA)
filament lights 8A 250V AC (2000VA)
fluorescent lights 350W with total max. capacitor of 42µF

DF4RIR

Single-phase motor capacity 550VA

Maximum contact switching voltage 250V AC

Operation LED

It occupies from 0 to 3 input addresses and from 1 to 3 output addresses

Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)

DF8RIT
The DF8RIT module for Domino bus is a multi-function device which integrates the following functions in the same box:
• 8 digital inputs for volt-free contacts 
• 8 relay power outputs that can be configured for the ON-OFF command of generic or two-by-two loads for managing shutters, rolling shutters and 
similar (only for AC motors with double winding) 
• 1 input for temperature sensor, measuring range from -20 to +50° C, suitable for internal and external temperature measurement 
• temperature adjusting function with weekly programming (timer-thermostat, operation identical to the Domino DFCT module) 

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Current by contact 1mA with closed contact - 0mA with open contact

Maximum length allowed for input cables 20m

Temperature sensor type NTC

Range of temperature measurement from -20 to +50 °C

Temperature measurement resolution 0.1 °C

Temperature measurement linearity ±0.3 °C

MAX temperature measurement error ±0.3 °C

MAX length for temperature sensor cables 10 metres, with shielded cable

Number of heat-regulated areas 1

Type of heat-regulation ON/OFF with hysteresis and PIDe PID

Switching points (required DFCK3 or DFCP4 module) 48 for each day of the week

Number of settable set points 5 for Winter and 4 for Summer

Capacity of each output contact (MAX)

resistive load (cosφ =1) 12A at 250V AC (3000VA)
inductive load (cosφ =0.5) 3.6A at 250V AC (900VA)
filament lights 8A 250V AC (2000VA)
fluorescent lights 350W with total max. capacitor
of 42µF

Single-phase motor capacity 550VA

Maximum contact switching voltage 250V AC

It occupies from 1 to 7 input addresses and from 1 to 10 output addresses

Dimensions 6 DIN modules (6M)

DF4I
Module for 4 normally open digital inputs. It can be housed in built-in 503 boxes and connected to switches, buttons, limit switches, twilight switches, 
etc. It is therefore possible to put together status, alarm and command signals, etc. The DF4I/V version provides up to 12 virtual or support points, 
thereby combining several functions (see programming manual). It is available in combination with fixed or extractable terminal block.

DF4I (extractable)
Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Current by contact
1mA with closed contact
0mA with open contact

Input voltage 5V DC

DF4I/V Maximum length allowed for input cables 10 metres

Operation LED

It occupies 1 input address (DF4I) or 4 consecutive input addresses and 4 consecutive output addresses 
(DF4I/V)

Dimensions 39 x 39 x 13 mm

DF4IL
Module for the acquisition of 4 digital inputs and the control of 4 voltage outputs usually used to control LEDs or small button lights. Suitable for 
installation in built-in 503 box.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Current by contact
1mA with closed contact
0mA with open contact

Number of outputs 4 voltage NPN outputs

Available current for each output 200mA for resistive load

Additional power supply voltage from 12 to 24 V in direct current

It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address of the same value

Dimensions 39 x 39 x 13 mm

DF8IL
Module for 8 normally open digital inputs and 8 LEDs. Suitable for installation in built-in 503 box.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Current by contact
1mA with closed contact
0mA with open contact

Input voltage 5V DC

Maximum length allowed for input cables 10 metres

Operation LED

It occupies 4 consecutive input addresses and 4 consecutive output addresses

Dimensions 74,5 x 43 x 16 mm

KEYBOARD/T
KEYBOARD/T
AXPET panel with 8 touch buttons and 8 backlighting LEDs for the icons, compatible with any standard 503 box.

input modules multifunction modules
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DFDM
DFDM dimmer output modules control and regulate resistive and inductive loads up to 300W, such as filament and halogen lights and low-voltage 
halogen light transformers, through the Domino bus. The DFDM module uses a TRIAC power device to partially lower the 230V AC input voltage. The 
module can be controlled with buttons connected to input modules or supervisor or display terminals (e.g. touch screens).

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Applicable load 

• Filament or halogen lights: 20÷300 W, 230V AC 
50Hz 
• Traditional or electronic transformers with secondary 
circuit closed on resistive load (low-voltage halogen 
lights): 30-300 VA, 230V AC 50Hz

It occupies 1 output address and 1 optional input address

Dimensions 74,5 x 43 x 26 mm

DFDV
The 0-10V DFDV output module can control a dimmer or an external electronic ballast, through the Domino bus. The module is equipped with a power 
relay that removes the mains voltage from the external ballast to ensure the light switches off completely. The DFDV module also has a power relay output 
and can be controlled with buttons connected to input modules or with a supervisor or display terminal (e.g. touch screens).

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Voltage output 1 ÷ 10V / 10mA

Contact capacity (MAX)

•Resistive load (cosφ= 1): 12A at 250V AC (3000VA)
• Inductive load (cosφ = 0.5): 3.6A at 250V AC (900VA)
• Filament lights: 8A at 250V AC (2000VA)
• Fluorescent lights: 350W with total max. capacitor
of 42uF

It occupies 1 output address and 1 optional input address

Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)

dimmer modules dimmer modules

Notes: The DFDM and DFDT modules cannot control filament lights. Avoid loads with capacitors. The DFDM and DFDT modules contain a TRIAC phase regulator; the presence of an anti-interference CE 
filter may generate a slight buzz which can be heard in very silent environments, but does not, however, affect the correct operation of the system.
(*) With LED or ESL lights, the operation is closely related to the type of lamp used; the correct performance cannot be guaranteed with these types of lights, even if they are stated to be dimmable.

DFDIM
DFDIM power dimmer module allows the regulation, through the Domino bus, of incandescent lamps, halogen lamps (with or without transformer), 
dimmable LED and ESL/CFL lamps. DFDIM module can handle up to 500W power for incandescent and halogen lamps and up to 100W for LED/ESL/CFL.

Technical Specifications

Power supply From bus

MAX allowed load 

• Incandescent or halogen lamps: 20¸500 W, 230V~ 
50Hz (1 ) 
• Ferromagnetic or electronic transformers with secondary 
winding closed on resistive load (low voltage halogen 
lamps): 20¸500 VA, 230V~ 50Hz (1 ) • dimmable 
LED lamps 230V~: 100W (1 ) ( 2 )
• dimmable energy saving lamps (ESL): up to 100W 
(1 ) ( 2 ) 

It occupies 1 output address and 1 input address if enabled

Dimensions 2 DIN modules (2M)

Note: (* ) I valori di carico massimo specificato si intendo a temperatura ambiente massima di 35°C; a temperature superiori si applica il declassamento riportato nel foglio tecnico. 
Nel caso di lampade a LED o ESL/CFL il funzionamento è strettamente legato al tipo di lampada utilizzata; non è possibile garantire a priori il funzionamento con questo tipo di lampade, nonostante siano dichiarate 
dimmerabili.

DF4DV
The DF4DV module can control 4 input devices (0-10V), usually external dimmers or electronic ballasts, but also modulating valves or similar, through 
the Domino bus. The DF4DV module can be controlled with buttons connected to input modules or with a supervisor or display terminal (e.g. touch 
screens).

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Voltage output 0÷10V/10mA for each of the 4 outputs

It occupies 4 output address and 4 optional input addresses

Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)
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DFDMX
The DFDMX module can manage, via the Domino bus, up to 32 DMX devices. The module enables communication on the first 64 channels out of the 
512 provided by the DMX protocol. The DFDMX module is used in the sector of professional and domestic lighting which includes systems and equipment 
that communicate via USITT DMX-512 protocol.

The DFDMX module offers the following features:
• all functions are managed by the module and can be controlled from any real or virtual input of the system, supervisor or display terminal 
• it can be controlled from one or more buttons connected to the Domino bus 
• you can configure up to 64 scenarios to make “real time” scenographies; the scenarios are located in the non-volatile memory of the module 
• management of ramps and fades 
• management of multiple different environments with the same DFDMX 

The module can manage 64 DMX channels, but the maximum number of devices actually connected may be smaller if each one occupies more than 
one channel. Anyway, the maximum number of connected devices must not exceed 32. The DFDMX module can work in systems with or without DFCP 
controller. In all cases you can perform Up, Down and Single-command functions from real or digital inputs with one-touch function, on each channel; 
you can also save and retrieve scenarios.

Technical Specifications
Power supply from bus

Operation and status LED

It occupies 1 output address

Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)

lighting gateway lighting gateway
DFDALI64

DFDALI64 module allows to manage up to 6 DALI devices through the Domino bus. DFDALI64 module can be successfully employed in domestic and 
professional lighting applications, where systems communicating by the DALI protocol are used. DFDALI64 module offers the following main features: 
• automatic addressing of connected DALI devices 
• up to 16 groups or broadcast operation 
• all functions are accomplished by the module and it may be controlled by any real or virtual input of the system, by supervisor or by video terminal 
• it can operate without DFCP controller 
• possibility of control from one or more pushbuttons connected to Domino bus 
• Up/Down and Single commands may be defined for the manual regulation of lighting level 
• information on the bus of the current level of the 16 groups 
• programmable ramp, in the range 0 to 60 seconds 
• setting of minimum and maximum output levels 
• dynamic lights scenes can be easily implemented through DFCP 
• up to 16 presets stored in the non-volatile memory of the DALI devices 
• programmable output level in case of failure of Domino or DALI bus 
• diagnostics of the DALI line 
• galvanic insulation between DALI and Domino buses 

DALI devices can be controlled as follows: 
Broadcast: each command sent on the DALI line will be executed by all the connected devices, therefore all the related devices will behave in the same 
way. 
Groups: the command will be sent to groups, therefore each group of devices will behave independently; the DALI protocol allows up to 16 groups and 
each device can belong to one or more groups 
Individually: the commands will be individually sent to each device, therefore each single device will behave independently; in this case, however, the 
functionality will be limited as described in the following, therefore the use of groups is absolutely recommended.

DFDALI64 module performs dimming functions (Up, Down and Single commend), saving and recalling of scenes and Preset to defined value.

Technical Specifications

Power supply From bus 

Supply voltage DALI section 85 ÷  265Vca

Operation and status LED

It occupies 1 output address and, if enabled, 1 or 2 input addresses plus optionally up to 16 additional for 
reporting the current level of each group

Dimensions 3 DIN modules(3M)
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DFCC2
The DFCC2 module manages, through the Domino system, the power used in the single-phase electrical system, avoiding the triggering of the electricity 
meter protection device in case of simultaneous loads with excessive total power; this module is a valuable tool for the level 2 system classification (V3 
variant of the 64-8 standard). The DFCC2 module can manage up to 8 different loads; during installation you can define the operation optimisation 
parameters required. The DFCC2 module constantly monitors the total active power absorbed by the system (on the relative phase) and, if the value 
exceeds a threshold set during the installation phase, it begins to disconnect the loads in sequence until the total power returns below the threshold. The 
loads are cut-off from the network via power relay output modules (e.g. DF4RI).

The cut-off threshold value and the priority of the various loads and their cut-in/cut-off times are to be defined on the support software BDTools or 
DCP. The presence status of the 8 loads is reported by the DFCC2 module through as many LEDs on the panel and by an internal buzzer, which can be 
disabled if you want. The module also provides some electrical parameters which can be viewed on the DFTouch2 and supervisors (see technical data).

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from  bus

Mains power supply 230 V AC 50Hz ±20% single-phase

Current transformer (TA) provided

Operating range up to 12kW

Number of managed loads up to 8

Measured or calculated parameters
RMS voltage, RMS current, Active power, Reactive power,
Apparent power, Power factor, Total active energy

Operation and status LED

It occupies 10 input addresses and from 0 to 1 output addresses

Dimensions 4 DIN modules (4M)

CCSA
The CCSA module manages the power used in the single-phase electrical system, avoiding the triggering of the electricity meter protection device in case 
of cut-in of excessive simultaneous loads. The CCSA module constantly monitors the total active power absorbed by the system (on the relative phase) 
and, if the value exceeds a threshold set during the installation phase, it begins to disconnect the loads in sequence until the total power returns below 
the threshold. The loads are cut-off from the network via 4 power relays integrated in the module. The CCSA module does not require the installation of 
a Domino system and can handle up to 4 different loads.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage 230V AC

Current transformer (TA) provided

Range of active power measurement up to 12KW

Cut-off threshold 16 configuration options

Number of loads 4

Contact capacity 16A 250V~ PF=1

Dimensions 6 DIN modules (6M)

load control modules load control modules
DFDANA2

DFANA2 allows the measurements of several electrical parameters of a three-phase network and it is available, under request only, in special version for 
single-phase network. It is composed of DFANA-M and DFANA-S. DFANA-M module interfaces directly to the Domino bus, thus making the measurements 
immediately available and easy to use. The measurements are also showed on the front panel of DFANA-S by a back-lighted LCD display. It can report 
on the bus up to 20 measurements.

consisting of

DFANA-M DFANA-S

DFDANA2
DFANA-M Technical Data
Power supply voltage from bus 
Interface for DFANA-S module RS485
Communication Protocol MODBUS RTU
RS485 cable max lenght 5 meters
Dimensions 2 DIN modules (2M)

Dati Tecnici DFANA-S
Standard power supply 230V ~ (±10%), 50-60Hz (±10%)
Consumption 6VA
Display backlit LCD, 4 characters
Decimal point position Automatic
Measurement rate < 0,5 sec.
Measurement type TRMS
Base precision ±0,2%
Input Un nominal voltage 100÷400V
Input In nominal current 1÷5A; 63A; 125A
Input range 10÷120% Un, 5÷120% In
Operation frequency 45÷65Hz
CT ratio (primary max.) 15000A
VT ratio (primary max.) 1MV
Test voltage 2kV, 50Hz, 60sec.
Energy count kWh and kVarh
Maximum count 2000000000
Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)
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DFRHT
The DFRHT module detects and transmits, on the Domino bus, the relative humidity and room temperature detected by a special sensor inside the device. 
In addition, DFRHT calculates the dew temperature. The dew point or dew temperature is the temperature at which, in conditions of constant pressure, 
the humidity contained in the air begins to condense into water. The dew point is always less than or equal to the air temperature.

The DFRHT module also provides 2 digital points which, if active, report the following conditions:
• dew temperature greater than or equal to a configurable threshold value (e.g. 14°C); useful to switch on the dehumidifier
• dew temperature greater than or equal to a configurable threshold value (e.g. 18°C safety value); useful to switch off the cooling unit.

As mentioned, the two thresholds can be configured and are provided with a hysteresis which can also be configurable separately.
The DFRHT is designed to manage the dehumidification and cooling of the rooms. The DFRHT module has been specifically designed for wall mounting.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from  bus

Humidity measurement

• Range: 0 ÷ 100%
• Resolution: 0.1 % points
• Accuracy: ±2% points in the range 10÷90%
• ±4% points elsewhere

Temperature measurement
• Range: from -5  ÷ +50°C
• Resolution: 0.1°C
• Accuracy: ±0.5°C

Resolution of the calculated dew point 0.1°C

Operation LED

It occupies 4 input addresses and from 0 to 2 output addresses

Dimensions 80 x 80 x 34,2 mm

DFCT/A
DFCT is a specialised module, capable of decentralising the room temperature regulation, making the programming of the Domino system significantly 
easier. The user interface can consist of one or more DFTouch display terminals. Each DFTouch can handle up to 24 DCFT modules and therefore up 24 
different areas of the house. All the operative parameters of the DFCT module can be easily monitored and modified by the supervisor, touch-screen 
terminals, via GSM, Internet, Intranet, etc, other than the DFTouch.
The DFTouch manual provides the necessary instructions to configure these pages; however the configuration consists in entering the name to be assigned 
to the area, the base address of the DFCT controlling it, and activating the fancoil function if desired.
The picture below represents a typical page related to an area controlled by DFCT.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Sensor type NTC

Range of temperature measurement -10 ÷ +41,1 °C

Temperature measurement resolution 0,1 °C
Linearity: ± 0,5 °CDFCT/N Max measurement error ± 0,5 °C
Max cable length for temperature probe
connection

10 m with shielded cable, shield connected to the terminal
“-” of the bus

Number of regulated areas 1

Regulation type ON/OFF with hysteresis and PID
Switching points (required presence of a 
DFCKIII module on the bus or DFCP controller) 48 for each day of the week

Number of settable set points 5 for winter and 4 for summer

Operation LED

It occupies 2 consecutive input addresses and 5 consecutive output addresses

Dimensions 39 x 39 x 13 mm

DFTZ/N
The Domino DFTZ module is a heat-regulator for 1 area, suitable for installation on built-in 503 boxes, compatible with any series of electrical fixtures. 
DFTZ has a small backlit LCD panel with timer, which normally displays the room temperature detected by an integrated temperature sensor, with 
resolution of one tenth of a degree. 3 levels of temperature set-points are provided: COMFORT, ECONOMY and ANTIFREEZE The COMFORT and ECONOMY 
temperature set-points, as for thermal differentials (hysteresis), are independent for Winter and Summer. The control of the cooling or heating element 
is made via bus; optionally, we can provide DFTZ with an internal relay for direct control of the element. There are 4 buttons on the panel that allow you 
to adjust the selected set-point, choose between COMFORT and ECONOMY and the enabling/disabling of the adjustment (ON/OFF).

All functions and status monitoring can be managed via a bus.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Display LCD with backlighting

Temperature sensor NTC integrated in the panel

Room temperature display from 0.0 to 45.0°C

DFTZ/BReading resolution 0.1°C

Linearity ± 0.5°C

Max error ± 0.5°C

Number of regulated areas 1

Regulation type ON/OFF with hysteresis and Summer/Winter operation

Regulation range:
Comfort 10.0 ÷ 35.5°C
Eco 10.0 ÷ 35.5°C
Antifreeze  0.0 ÷ 25.5°C

Hysteresis Programmable and independent for Summer/Winter

Relay features (optional)
Maximum working voltage 24V AC or 24V DC
Maximum current 2A resistive load, 1A inductive load

It occupies 3 input addresses and 4 output addresses

Container
For built-in boxes 503
compatible with any series of electrical fixtures

climate control modules climate control modules
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DFLS
The DFLS module can transmit, through the Domino bus, the ambient brightness value detected by the sensor included in the module. The DFLS-P version 
has also a built-in presence sensor. DFLS also provides two generic Domino digital inputs (ON/OFF, programmable NO/NC); one of the two inputs can 
also be configured as an input for additional presence sensors (such as the SRP module) that will be in parallel with the internal presence sensor (with 
the -P version). The DFLS module is usually used to adjust lights in offices, shops and open spaces, in compliance with European standards on the energy 
classification of technology systems (European Standard EN 15232).

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from  bus

Number of digital inputs 2, for volt-free contacts
DFLS-P MAX length of digital input cables 20 m

Type of sensor Photoreceptor with spectral response equivalent to that of human eye

Sensor full scale value 1023 points

Presence sensor PIR

Coverage angle 100°

MAX detection range 5 metres

It occupies 2 consecutive input addresses

DFMETEO
The DFMETEO module has been specifically designed to receive data from a weather station that detects a wide range of parameters, and make them 
available for the system. You can therefore view all the data directly on the DFTouch, Touch Screen or other.

The module occupies 4 input addresses reporting the following information:
1)Temperature in Celsius 
2) Luminous intensity in lux 
3) Wind speed in m/s 
4) Digital information (bit 0 or 1) such as: 

• Twilight Rain
• Temperature > = SetPoint
• Luminosity > = SetPoint 
• Wind > = SetPoint 
• South light 
• West light 
• East light 
• Sensor fail

The 3 thresholds (Temperature, Luminosity and Wind) can be set as fixed in the memory or, by enabling 3 optional output addresses, in a variable way 
(for example, from DFTouch).

Note: the weather station must be installed in an easily accessible location for periodic and accurate cleaning.

WEATHER STATION

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Weather sensor power supply voltage 24V ± 15%

Mod. absorption DFMETEO Equal to 4 standard modules

Weather sensor MAX absorption 100mA

Temperature measurement from -30 to +50 °C

Luminosity measurement 0 ÷ 99000 lux

Wind speed measurement 0 ÷ 70 m/s

Operation LED

DFMETEO protection level IP20

Sensor protection level IP44

Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)

DFSUN
The module can transmit the ambient brightness value detected by the sensor inside the module. It is provided with a suitable degree of IP protection for 
outdoor applications or for detecting luminosity inside warehouses or similar. The DFSUN module can be configured on 5 different full scale capacities, 
by using 4 dip switches.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Type of sensor Photodiode with integrated filter

The full scale can be configured to:

500 lux
1000 lux
2000 lux
20000 lux
100000 lux

Resolution 1023 points

Measurement error ±5% of the full scale

Operation LED

It occupies 1 input address

Protection degree IP55

DFAI
Module with 2 analogue inputs 0-10V or 0-5V. It can be housed in built-in 503 boxes for the connection of light and humidity sensors, with output 
0-10V or two potentiometers powered by a voltage supplied by the module.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Number of analogue inputs 2, configurable 0-10V or 0-5V

Input impedance 220 KΩ

Input resolution 1000 points

Linearity ±1 LSB

MAX error ±0.2% of the full scale

Output voltage for the potentiometer power supply 5V ±5%

Potentiometer value (not supplied) recommended 10 KΩ linear, maximum  47 KΩ

Maximum length of the sensor connection cables 10 metres, with shielded cable

Maximum length of the potentiometer connection cables 50 cm, shielded cable is not required

Operation LED

It occupies 2 consecutive input addresses

Dimensions 39 x 39 x 13 mm

sensors sensors
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DFCKIII
The DFCKIII module provides the management of hourly, daily and weekly time zones, on a Domino system. The CLOCK function provides the management 
of a virtually unlimited number of outputs, each of which can have multiple switch-on and switch-off fixed times; alternatively, the DFCKIII module can 
handle up to 15 zones, with the advantage of varying each time zone directly from the DFTouch system display terminal (or other).
4 different time slots can be set for each zone (4 switch-on and 4 switch-off times) for each day of the week.

The main features of the DFCKIII module are the following:
• internal clock with buffer battery and automatic summer/winter time change 
• management of 15 different zones (outputs) 
• daily and weekly programming for each zone 
• enabling/disabling of each individual time zone 
• possibility to install several DFCKIII (with different address) in the same system 
• possibility to set a master clock and multiple slave clocks (which are synchronised with the master)

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Number of controllable zones 15

Number of time slots per day 4

It occupies 1 input address

Dimensions 2 DIN modules (2M)

DFIR
It is a module that can receive up to 124 independent channels; 2 digital inputs are also available. The IR sensor is included in the module. It is suitable 
for installation in built-in boxes. An 11-channel remote control can be provided upon request. 

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage from bus

Current by contact
1mA with closed contact
0mA with open contact

Input voltage 5V DC
Maximum input cable length
allowed

10 metres

Maximum IR receiver cable length 30 cm

Operation LED
It occupies 1 input address per 4 channels, plus an additional address for the two “physical” inputs.
The occupied addresses are consecutive.
Dimensions 39 x 39 x 13 mm

various modules accessories
SRP

The SRP (Presence Sensor) module is a presence detector compatible with the Domino bus. The module is to be installed on false ceilings and is able to 
detect the presence of a moving person within 10 metres.

Technical Specifications
Installation on ceiling

Power supply 8÷30V DC or by bus

Coverage angle 100°

Detection range 10 m

Maximum recommended installation height 6.5 m

Output NPN and PNP with voltage

Absorbtion 8mA excluding current from outputs

FRAGRANCE DIFFUSERS
The air we breathe can be “furnished” according to our personal desires with delicate and unforgettable aromas. Air quality can be therefore improved 
with fragrances which sanitise and purify, and aid our sense of wellbeing and comfort by arousing special emotions and feelings with hints of evocative 
and stimulating fragrances.

In relation to the volumes of the rooms and climatic variables, you can choose the right set of systems to ensure amazing results. The integration of these 
devices with the Domino system is simple and effective.

CABLE
The bus cable provided by DUEMMEGI is a FROR type anti-flame cable CEI 20-22 with 1000V isolation.
The conductors are 2x0.8 sq.mm twisted wires. This type of cable reduces installation times and facilitates the work of the installer.
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DFCP 4 ETH or DFWEB or DFHWEBTOUCH
POWER SUPPLY CAT 5 CAT 5

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

webtouch accessories
WEB TOUCH SCREEN

7" built-in IP capacitive touch screen with WVGAVIDEO TFT LCD 7” resolution. The device is available in two colours, black or white frame for the built-in version, 
or black or white casing for the semi-recessed version.
The semi-recessed touch is provided including the mounting bracket for 503E-506E built-in boxes.

BUILT-IN 7” Technical Data
Power supply PoE or 12-24 V DC

Touch Dimensions (frame included) 245 x 155 mm, only 5 mm thick

Built-in box dimensions 230 x 140 x 70 mm

WEB TOUCH SCREEN
semi-recessed 7”

SEMI-RECESSED 7” Technical Data
Power supply PoE or 12-24 V DC

Touch Dimensions (frame included) 189 x 119 x 21 mm

Built-in box dimensions With bracket provided – 503E – 506E

WEB TOUCH SCREEN
10" built-in IP capacitive touch screen with WVGAVIDEO TFT LCD 10” resolution. The device is available in black with a white or black frame. The frame can be 

customised with different colours and materials.

Technical Specifications
Power supply PoE or 12V DC

Touch Dimensions (frame included) 330x250 mm, only 5 mm thick

Built-in box dimensions 300 x 218 x 50 mm

ROUTER DHCP

DFSK1
Home Automation kit consisting of:

• 1 DFAPP Interface between Ethernet network and Domino bus that enables operations such as assigning the address to the modules in the field and 
their programming through the network. The DFAPP module also allows you to control and program the home automation system through the iCasaMia 
and aCasaMia free applications available on the relevant stores; the form DFAPP is a user-friendly solution to control and manage, locally and remotely, 
your home automation system. 
• 1 DF8RIT Multifunction module with 8 digital inputs for potential-free contacts, 8 power relay outputs that can be configured for ON-OFF commands 
or in pairs for the management of shutters, 1 input for temperature sensor, room temperature regulator function with weekly programming. 
• 1 DFST/A Temperature sensor for temperature input DF8RIT. 
• 1 DFPW2 System power supply module which generates the voltage required for the operation of the modules connected to the Domino bus. 

DFAPP Technical Data

External power supply:
12V DC/1A or 24V DC/0.5A
(AC power not allowed)

Total maximum current available on the 4
USB ports:

1.2 A

CPU: quad-core Cortex-A53 1.2 GHz

RAM: 1GB LPDDR2 (900 MHz)

Onboard network: 10/100 Ethernet RJ45

Dimensions 4 DIN modules (4M)

DF8RIT Technical Data
Power supply voltage from bus

Current by contact 1mA with closed contact - 0mA with open contact

Maximum length allowed for input cables 20m

Temperature sensor type NTC

Range of temperature measurement -20 ÷ +50 °C

Temperature measurement resolution 0.1 °C

Temperature measurement linearity ±0.3 °C

MAX temperature measurement error ±0.3 °C

MAX length for temperature sensor cables 10 metres, with shielded cable

Number of heat-regulated areas 1

Type of heat-regulation ON/OFF with hysteresis and PID

Switching points (required DFCK3 or DFCP4 module) 48 for each day of the week

Number of settable set points 5 for Winter and 4 for Summer

Capacity of each output contact (MAX)

resistive load  (cosφ =1) 12A at 250V AC (3000VA)
inductive load  (cosφ =0.5) 3.6A at 250V AC (900VA)
filament lights 8A 250V AC (2000VA)
fluorescent lights 350W with total max. capacitor
of 42µF

Single-phase motor capacity 550VA

Maximum contact switching voltage 250V AC

It occupies from 1 to 7 input addresses and from 1 to 10 output addresses

Dimensions 6 DIN modules (6M)

DFPW2 Technical Data
Power supply voltage 230V AC ± 10% 50Hz, 20VA

Nominal output voltage (bus) 25V of peak, pulsed waveform, SELV

Short circuit and overload protection electronic

MAX number of Domino modules for each DFPW2 50

Operation and anomaly LED

Dimensions 6 DIN modules (6M)
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CCSA
module
Stand-Alone Load
Control Module

The CCSA module is a standalone device that does not require a bus system. It 
enables the management of the power used in the single-phase electrical system 
(or three-phase if using 3 CCSA), avoiding the triggering of the electricity meter 
protection device in case of simultaneous loads with excessive total power; this 
module is a valuable tool for the level 2 system classification (V3 variant of the 64-8 
standard).

The CCSA module constantly monitors the total active power absorbed by the 
system (on the relative phase) and, if the value exceeds a threshold set during 
the installation phase, it begins to disconnect the loads in sequence until the total 
power returns below the threshold. The module takes into account the direction of 
the current, therefore it can be used in systems equipped with PV generator.

4 built-in 16a power relays, 
therefore no metres, less 
space and cabling.

designed and developed 
according to the 
standards of Italian 
single-phase low-
voltage metres (voltage 
threshold).

4 utilities that can be 
managed singularly 
and be excluded with a 
button.

1. select the size of your 
electricity meter.
2. configuration of 
threshold value as a 
percentage on the size.

quick
installation

100%
italian product

easy and fast
configuration

great
flexibility

The CCSA module can manage up to 4 different loads; loads are cut-off from the 
network by 4 power relays (16A 250V PF=1) integrated in the module.

The operation status of the 4 loads is reported by the CCSA module through as 
many LEDs on the panel and by an internal buzzer, which can be disabled if you 
want.

It is anyhow possible to avoid that a load is disconnected, or it is possible to reconnect 
it after a cut-off, by pressing the relevant button on the panel.

Selecting the size of your electricity meter and the threshold as a percentage of the 
size, it implements the load control of a house.

Technical Specifications

Power supply voltage 230V~

Current transformer (TA) provided

Range of active power 
measurement

up to 12KW

Cut-off threshold 16 configuration options

Number of loads 4

Number of loads 16A 250V~ PF=1

Dimensions 6 DIN modules (6M)
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The Building Automation systems are electronic command and control systems for 
buildings which are capable of interacting with the automation of electrical systems 
(lighting, motorisations and electrical distribution monitoring), thermo-technical 
systems (cooling, heating and air treatment), solar shading systems (active façades, 
awnings etc.), and Building Energy Monitoring.

They ensure an efficient use of renewable energy sources (solar energy, photovoltaic 
and geothermal installations, etc.) and their use will be essential in the forthcoming 
advent of “nearly zero-energy” buildings (by 2020 in Italy and by 2015 in Lombardy).

The correct use of these systems can also improve the Energy-Efficiency Class of 
the Building (e.g. from class B to class A). The benefits introduced by automation 
in terms of energy savings can nowadays be calculated in advance thanks to the 
European standard CEN EN15232 “Energy performance of buildings - Impact of 
Building Automation, Controls and Building Management”, through which it is 
possible to perform an investment analysis.

duemmegi 
building 

automation
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Compared to systems without automation, it is possible to save up to 44% of the 
Electricity such as in shopping centres or even more than 50% in Reading Rooms 
(see Table 1).

Electricity in non-residential Buildings

Heating/Cooling in Non-Residential Buildings

Table 1

Table 2

Electricity savings estimated by the Standard EN 15232.

Energy savings from Heating/Cooling estimated by the Standard EN 15232.

It is possible to achieve energy savings of up to 62% (see Table 2) with respect to 
Heating and Cooling, thanks to the automation of solar shading systems (active 
façades, awnings, etc.), depending on the angle of incidence of solar radiation 
and on the irradiation power, measured by means of a special device called a 
solarimeter, and combined with an efficient interior thermo-regulation.

The creation of Energy Reports is another interesting feature, essential for Energy 
Management activities; the use of suitable equipment optimises the consumption 
of electricity and thermal energy. The functions of the system allow you to plan 
and optimise maintenance works on the entire Building, with significant economic 
benefits and reducing the maintenance activities that can be carried out during 
closing times.

Therefore, there will be only targeted maintenance activities (such as “preventive” 
replacement of the lamps when they are reaching their average life time) and the 
system will detect with accuracy the faulty device and at this point you can call the 
specific technician, reducing the discomfort for users and customers.

All the functions that can be 
implemented with the Contatto 
bus system increase the interior 
comfort of the Building.
When natural light integrates 
artificial lights, you can significantly 
increase energy saving while 
also ensuring a high level of 
environmental comfort.
The comfort perceived can be 
further increased by creating 
an efficient heat-regulation 
management system combined 
with the management of solar 
shading systems.

comforts

management

the automation

Non-Residential 
Buildings

% Difference of the consumption between Classes C, B and A with respect to D

D C B A
Without

Automation
Standard

automation
Advanced

automation
High

efficiency

Offices 100% -9% -27% -36%

Reading rooms 100% -6% -29% -53%

Schools 100% -7% -18% -25%

Hospitals 100% -5% -13% -18%

Hotels 100% -7% -21% -36%

Restaurants 100% -4% -26% -35%

Shopping Centres 100% -7% -36% -44%

Non-Residential 
Buildings

% Difference of the consumption between Classes C, B and A with respect to D

D C B A
Senza 

automazione
Automazione 

standard
Automazione 

avanzata
Alta 

efficienza

Offices 100% -34% -47% -54%

Reading rooms 100% -19% -40% -60%

Schools 100% -17% -27% -33%

Hospitals 100% -24% -31% -34%

Hotels 100% -24% -35% -48%

Restaurants 100% -19% -37% -45%

Shopping Centres 100% -36% -53% -62%
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the webcon 
system
it is the central 
supervision software, 
installed on a dedicated 
server that integrates a 
web interface.

Up to now, the world of the Supervision of Technological Systems has been 
governed by precise and inflexible rules, in which any machine replacement (PC), 
provided with a supervisory software which was suitable for the old operating 
system, required the re-installation and/or repurchase of a Software version 
compatible with the new operating system. All peripherals had to be compulsorily 
equipped with local PCs, with installed a “client” software, to avoid losing all data 
due to any interruption in the connection with the central server.

In most cases all modifications had to be performed with the system in out-of-
service mode, creating significant management issues and considerable increase 
of maintenance costs. New technology systems, which need accurate supervision, 
are now increasingly delocalised and the need for a remote control (Tele-control) 
is rapidly increasing. Nowadays it is fundamental to have real-time information on 
faults, alarms, abnormalities, in order to control utilities, check hours of operation, 
or interact with the system to change the time slots for activating lighting or climate 
control.

In addition to this, it is necessary to monitor the Energy Consumption of the technology 
systems, control their Energy Efficiency, identify and correct any anomalies in order 
to avoid energy wasting and identify improvement actions to increase the efficiency 
of the systems (or ... for the whole efficiency of the building.)
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the answer
The answer to these needs is a system with the following features:

a Web Server that integrates an evolved web interface;

redundant system to avoid data loss;

remote modifications while the systems are operating;

asynchronous connection, which does not require a continually 
active connection;

data transmitted only at the occurrence of status changes in 
order to occupy the lowest possible band;

fast connection with many communication technologies and 
protocols;

status changes and alarms saved in event chronological order 
7 and marked with a timestamp aligned automatically to the 
reference time servers available on the Internet;

remote control to reduce maintenance costs.

WEBCON is the central supervision software, installed on a dedicated server that 
integrates a web interface. To access the supervision function, all you need is a 
device with a web browser such as a tablet, smartphone, PC, etc. Every update 
on the Server is immediately available to all Clients without any modification. 
WEBCON, unlike traditional systems, is based on the principle of transmitting 
only the necessary data when required, without risking to lose data during the 
off-line period.
The recorded values are transmitted to the central server by our devices only 
when certain conditions occur. An example of a condition that can cause a data 
transmission is reaching a specific time or exceeding a threshold pre-set by the 
operator.
When the transmission is interrupted, data is still detected and recorded on an 
internal memory. To better understand this process, simply think of the world of 
competitions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Duemmegi has always worked to create a user interface that is increasingly user-
friendly, since the user is very often not a technician. The complexity of the new 
systems consisting of several sub-systems requires an articulated integration, 
capable of providing, anyhow, a simple, intuitive and general overview. 
The Duemmegi solution consists essentially of two connected important features: 
an innovative supervisory software called WEBCON and the Duemmegi Bus 
systems. All first-level changes to the system can be made while in operation.

WEBCON enables a distributed architecture where multiple WEBCON servers in 
the field communicate locally with the field systems and devices and transfer the 
tracked events to the main WEBCON server which then puts the data together and 
provides an integrated user interface.

It is possible to superabound and delocate several WEBCON servers. In this 
configuration, each main WEBCON will maintain the status and log of all the events 
detected by the peripheral systems. It is based on open standards HTML5 and Java 
and is capable of reading data coming from any relational database equipped with 
JDBC driver, such as Oracle, Microsoft SQL, MySQL, etc.

Each WEBCON is provided with a high-capacity Hard Disk, capable of permanently 
recording all status, events and alarms detected and of cancelling the data, if 
needed, after a settable time period. The communication between peripheral and 
central WEBCON servers is based on HTTPS protocol with 256-bit encryption keys, 
an extremely safe standard. Data transfer is based on a sequence management, 
so that, if the connection between a peripheral WEBCON and the central one is 
missing, data is accumulated locally and transferred as soon as possible.

It is not only a unique data acquisition system, but a real software development 
environment. With WEBCON it is possible in fact to develop complex application 
logics on peripheral and local servers using standard programming language. It is 
also possible to fully customise the user interface, create different interfaces for 
different users and configure the command execution rights for each user at the 
peripheral and central level.
The user interface is not available only on the central server: each peripheral 
WEBCON can have its own custom interface different from that of the main server 
to locally display the data recorded from the field and enable users which may be 
different from those of the central server, to execute commands.

certainty of data 
transmission
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the contatto
system
with this system it is 
possible to create very 
complex systems, creating 
a completely remote 
management

Contatto is a bus system consisting of various types of modules, each designed for 
a specific function and managed by a programmable MCP controller. The modules 
are interconnected by a bus with 4 wires, arranged in any topology (linear, star and 
tree).

The Contatto system uses a two-wire bus system so that the signal voltage on a 
wire is always complementary to that of the other wire. The following figure shows 
what happens if an electrical noise is induced on the differential line: the disturbance 
voltage is recognised by the receiver as a common signal, but since the receiver 
is equipped with a differential input, the output signal will be free of disturbance 
reconstituting the original signal.

For the bus you can use a standard UNSHIELDED cable with 4 conductors, such 
as the FG7 type or similar, with overall length up to 1.5 km for standard conditions 
(for lengths which exceed such values there are dedicated solutions). The MCP 
controller has many functions which can be combined to provide specific desired 
operations for a specific system.
Some examples of these functions are AND, OR, NOT, Stepper systems, Run-Stop, 
Meters, Timers, Thresholds on analogue inputs, Clocks, etc.

The “Localize” function for calculating the sun position, as the “Annual Calendar”, is 
essential for the proper management of programmes designed for energy saving. 
For more complex functions, MCP can be programmed also by means of SCRIPTS, 
which are programme macro-blocks written in a very intuitive language. Program 
development, simulation, transfer to the controller and commissioning activities are 
supported by a specific software package: MCP Ide. Furthermore, this programme 
also allows you to configure the special modules installed in the system via bus.
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With the Contatto system, very complex systems can be made, with the possibility 
of extending the system to implement a complete remote management using 
WEB Server. Moreover, thanks to MODBUS RTU or MODBUS TCP/IP built into the 
MCP, which is in addition to the proprietary protocol FXPXT, the interfacing with 
most of the supervision and control systems available on the market is guaranteed 
(supervision programmes on SCADA or touch screen).

A small battery inside the controller MCP powers the internal clock and allows data 
to be kept in the RAM even in case of temporary interruption of power. The MCP 
controller is equipped with three serial ports, and can be upgraded directly by the 
user at any time in an easy and fast way, even if the unit is installed on the system. 
This allows the device to be always up-to-date with new installations or features.
The controller is also available with MCP on-board ethernet interface and built-in 
Web Server.
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control unit
MCP 4 STD

The MCP 4 controller is the heart of an entire Domino system. The system is managed through equations that link inputs and outputs. MCP 4 offers 
powerful programming features capable of meeting almost any requirement. MCP 4 ensures complete control of the internal RAM (buffered by battery), 
allowing you to decide the status that each memory cell, and therefore also each system physical output, should switch to after a system power 
interruption.
In addition to the classic equations for logic events, MCP 4 also provides algebraic calculation functions and time equations with a daily, weekly and 
yearly calendar. Thanks to the Script function, which includes programme macro-blocks written in a very simple language similar to Basic, MCP 4 can 
perform very complicated operations. MCP 4 is also able to calculate sunrise and sunset times and the sun’s position (azimuth and elevation); the 
calculated values are saved in 4 registers to be defined by using the LOCALIZE configuration directive. If multiple controllers are installed, information 
can be exchanged between them. This is also true for controllers from the Contatto and Domino series.

Compared with the previous MCP XT version, it includes the following features:
• Weekly integrated scheduler to manage 16 points (“areas”). 
• A new programme is transferred to MCP 4 and stored in a different piece of memory. Therefore, while downloading the new programme, the 
programme already installed continues to operate without interruption; only when the download is finished, and if all went well, the new programme 
takes over the old one. 
• MODBUS TCP/IP Slave on ETH port in ETH version 
• Integrated Ethernet Bridge, multi-user up to 8 simultaneous connections (ETH version) 
• Integrated WEB Server, multi-user up to 8 simultaneous connections (ETH version) 
• Basic diagnostics via WEB browser without needing to install MCP IDE (ETH version) 
The available versions are the following:
• MCP 4 STD : 1 RS232 + 2 RS485 
• MCP 4 ETH : 1 RS232 + 2 RS485 + ETH 
To programme the MCP4 control unit, the software tool DCP IDE must be installed on a PC. The MCP IDE package also includes the MCP Visio programme, 
which graphically displays the status of the field and of all the MCP 4 parameters, and other programmes with specific functions. The module is housed 
in a modular 6M box.

MCP 4 ETH

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage 24Vcc ±25%

Maximum absorption 150 mA

Internal processors 2

Automatic summer/winter time change yes

Average response time input  ---> output 25msec

User programme memory 16 Mbytes FLASH type

RAM memory 256 KWords

Number of virtual points 2032

Number of registers 1024 16 bit

Number of timers 512 with times from 0 to 6553 s, resolution 0.1 s

Number of counters 1024 16 bit

Programmer timer Daily, Weekly and Annual

Advanced integrated scheduler Weekly

Integrated WEB Server Yes (ETH version)

Number of manageable input addresses 127 addresses with 4 channels 16 bit each

Number of manageable output addresses 127 addresses with 4 channels 16 bit each

Available communication ports

1 x RS232 - optically isolated
2 x RS 485 optically isolated
1 x dedicated port for WEBS
1 x Ethernet port (ETH version)

Pluggable peripheral devices
- Touch screen control panels
- WEBCON Web Server
- SCADA and BMS supervision systems

Interface with other systems using MODBUS RTU and MODBUS TCP/IP protocols

WEB interface unit
 WEBCON Pi Strato

WEBCON Pi Strato is the first step in the Duemmegi Webcon supervisor range and offers advanced solutions for the local and remote controlling of the 
systems.

Features
Web-based graphical control interface

Powerful Web-based configuration and diagnostic tools

Wide range of features, unlimited clients

Multi-level architecture

Fast and secure remote access

User profile management, ACL (Access Control List)

DIN mounting case (4M)

Optional converters USB – RS232 and USB – RS485

WEBCON MINI
Suitable for small installations, includes all WEBCON features with limitations of use.
Reserved for single bus installations and medium level integrations.

Features
Web-based graphical control interface

Powerful Web-based configuration and diagnostic tools

Wide range of features, unlimited clients

Multi-level Architecture

Fast and secure remote access

User profile management, ACL (Access Control List)

Optional converters USB – RS232 and USB – RS485

WEBCON PRO
WEBCON PRO represents the most complete package of the entire range of WEBCON products, designed to be used in complex Automation Systems and 
Building Automation.

Features
Web-based graphical control interface

Powerful Web-based configuration and diagnostic tools

Full range of features, no restriction on the number of supported subsystems, unlimited clients

Multi-level architecture

Fast and secure Remote Access

User profile management, ACL (Access Control List)

Optional converters USB – RS232 and USB – RS485
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bus interface unit digital input modules
FXPRO2

The portable multifunctional FXPRO2 device is a useful and indispensable tool used to configure and check the Contatto system and perform diagnostics 
activities on it.

The functions that FXPRO2 can perform are:
• Assigning and changing module address. 
• Checking the address assigned to the modules. 
• Measuring the power supply voltage of the bus 
• Measuring the levels of the L1 and L2 bus lines 
• Determining whether the bus levels are correct 

FXPRO2, if used to assign, verify or read the address, must be directly connected to the bus terminal 
block of the modules or to the connector provided in case of particular modules.

If FXPRO2 is used to test a bus line, it must be connected to the bus itself using the supplied 
adapter. The test on the line is performed while the bus is powered and with no need to disconnect 
the controller (MCP 4 and MCP XT or other).

Finally, FXPRO2 can be connected to a PC using an optional cable to run any firmware update or for 
functions that could be implemented in the future.

Technical Specifications

Power supply voltage
- Using 9V alkaline battery, 6LR61 format
- by Contatto bus powered with 24V DC ±25% SELV

Display
LCD, alphanumeric, 4 lines of 20 characters, automatic and programmable backlighting with 
timer adjustable contrast

Keyboard 23 buttons

Protections From output over-current on bus cable

Serial RS232 interface using the supplied cable
Supplied cables: cable for assigning the address to the modules and adapter cable for bus line testing.
The firmware update cable is optional.

MODIGLASS/N
Module for 6 normally open digital inputs and 6 integrated LED outputs integrated on the keyboard and specifically designed for the Contatto series. 
Suitable for installation in built-in 503 box. The touch-control keyboard with capacitive technology is made of glass. Available in white or black standard 
colour, or it can be customised. Each button can be lit individually if programmed; in addition, you can activate diffused backlighting for all buttons 
and audible feedback.

Technical Specifications

MODIGLASS/B

Power supply voltage 24V DC ± 25%

Absorption 20mA

It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address

Dimensions for built-in 503E box installation

COORDINATED SOCKET SET
Coordinated socket set for MODIGLASS series, mountable on Axolute support. Available for 503 and 504 boxes in standard white, black or customizable 
colour.
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digital input modules digital input modules
MOD4I/S

Module for 4 normally open digital inputs (2M). Suitable for connection to auxiliary contacts, buttons, limit switches, selectors, twilight switches... It is 
therefore possible to put together status, alarm and command signals of different devices.

Technical Specifications
Absorption 35mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Current by contact 5mA

It occupies 1 input address

MOD8I/A
Module for 8 normally open digital inputs (3M). Suitable for connection to auxiliary contacts, buttons, limit switches, selectors, twilight switches... It is 
therefore possible to put together status, alarm and command signals of different devices.

Technical Specifications
Absorption 60mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Current by contact 5mA

It occupies 1 input address

MOD32IL
Module for 32 normally open digital inputs (9M). Suitable for connection to auxiliary contacts, buttons, limit switches, selectors, proximity sensors 
twilight switches... It is possible to put together (only MCP XT or MCP4) status, alarm and command signals of different devices.

Technical Specifications
Absorption MAX 110mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Current by contact 3,6mA

It occupies 1 input address

MOD8IL
Module for 8 normally open digital inputs and 8 LEDs. It is suitable for installation in built-in boxes.

Technical Specifications
Absorption 55mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Current by contact 1mA

It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address

              MODIR
Module capable of receiving up to 255 independent channels in binary mode and 11 in direct mode, commanding 8 LED 
outputs and receiving 4 digital inputs. The IR sensor is included in the module. An 11-channel remote control can be provided 
upon request.

Technical Specifications
Absorption 55mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%
Current by contact 1mA
It occupies 2 input addresses and 1 output address

                  KEYBOARD/T
AXPET panel for MOD8IL with 8 touch buttons and 8 backlighting LEDs for the icons, compatible with any standard 503 box.
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radio modules luminosity sensors
MODWRX

ù

The MODWRX module is a radio receiver capable of managing up to 8 wireless transmitters with ENOCEAN technology. The advantage of this technology 
is that the transmitters are wireless and also battery-less, so they do not need to be powered by battery.

The power is in fact generated by converting mechanical energy, caused by the pressure or release of the button, into electricity that is sufficient to 
transmit the command. Normally, each transmitter has 4 inputs, therefore, the MODWRX module can manage up to 32 points.

The transmitters usually have the shape of a keyboard with 2 rocker buttons and, therefore, 4 commands. These keyboards can be purchased from several 
manufacturers, providing a wide choice of styles and colours. The keyboards are very thin and can also be glued to the wall without any kind of masonry 
work; this system is therefore very useful if, subsequently, you want to add some commands and you cannot bring the cables to the chosen point, or if 
the keyboards are to be fixed onto very thin walls, or if the walls cannot be structurally modified (e.g. glass walls). It is therefore particularly indicated 
for those applications where it is not possible perform masonry works, such as in the monumental heritage field (3M).

The MODWRX module is only compatible with systems using MCP 4 and MCP XT controllers.

The maximum communication range between transmitters and MODWRX receiver modules depends to a large extent on the transmitters; for transmitters 
with ENOCEAN technology and without battery, the range is about 100 m (line of sight) which is reduced to 30 m inside spaces with concrete walls, 
metal and more.

Technical Specifications
MAX absorption 40mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Number of managed transmitters 8 with 4 points each, for a total of 32 points

It occupies 1 input address

Please note: the MODWRX module must not be mounted inside metal panels or boxes.

MODLC
The ModLC module can transmit, through the Contatto bus, the ambient brightness value detected by the sensor included in the module. This module 
includes a PID algorithm which automatically adjusts the environment light and some SMART ways which substantially reset the programming of the 
MCP controller in the realisation of these types of applications.
ModLC has two generic digital inputs (ON/OFF, programmable NO/NC) usually used to connect local control buttons; one of these inputs can be dedicated 
to the connection of one or more presence sensors (such as the DUEMMEGI SRP model) that, in the –P version, will work in parallel with the internal 
sensor.
The ModLC module is usually used to adjust lights in offices, shops and open spaces, in compliance with European standards on the energy classification 
of technology systems (European Standard EN 15232). Different versions are available depending on the different installation solutions: the MODLC for 
false-ceilings, the MODLC-WM for walls and the MODLC-P and MODLC-WM-P versions respectively for false-ceilings and walls with integrated presence 
sensor.
Wall models are not provided with the two inputs.

MODLC-P

 

If you are using a DUEMMEGI SRP sensor, please 
refer to the diagram in figure 2.

Technical Specifications

Absorption
20mA for MODLC and MODLC-WM
30mA for MODLC-WM-P

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Light sensor
Photoreceptor with spectral response equivalent 
to that of the human eye MODLC-WM

Full scale 350 lux

Resolution 0,2 lux

Measurement error ±5% of the full scale

Digital input For volt-free contact, configurable NO/NC

Presence sensor for MODLC-WM-P PIR

Coverage angle 100°

Range 10m

It occupies 1 input address and 1 optional output address MODLC-WM -P

MODSUN
The MODSUN module can transmit the ambient brightness value detected by the sensor inside the module. The MODSUN module is indicated for external 
luminosity detection and for the light adjustment of industrial environments (IP55). The module is designed for applications where the sensor has to be 
integrated in the box, with a good degree of IP protection, for outdoor applications or for detecting luminosity inside warehouses or similar. The MODSUN 
module can be configured on 5 different full scale capacities, by using 4 dip switches. 500, 1000, 2000, 20000 and 100000 lux.

Technical Specifications
Absorption 35mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Type of sensor Photodiode with integrated filter

Full scale configurable between: 500 lux•1.000 lux•2.000 lux•20.000 lux•100.000 lux

Resolution 1023 points

Measurement error ±5% of the full scale

Operation LED

It occupies 1 input address
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MOD4TP/I
The MOD4TP module commands 4 independent 230 V AC motors with double winding for Venetian blinds, shutters, rolling shutters and similar MOD4TP, 
by using the Contatto bus. The motion times of the shutter, from the completely-closed position to the completely-open position and vice-versa, are 
automatically measured and recorded by detecting the power interruption in the motors when the limit switch is reached. The measurement of motion 
time improves the precision in the positioning of the shutter at any value between 0 and 100% from the completely-closed position. The output contacts 
for each motor are provided with electro-mechanical interlock so as to protect the motors and the module against damage. The MOD4TP module also 
offers 8 generic digital inputs for the connection of potential-free contacts (buttons, switches or other).

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage 24V ±25% SELV

MAX absorption 24V DC ±25%

Number of Open/Close outputs power supply

Relay contacts: Capacity on resistive load: 5A @ 250V~

Single-phase Motor: 2.4A @ 250V~ (550VA 0.75HP)

Maximum current peak 150A (20ms)

Min motor power for the motion time calculation > 100mA

Number of inputs 8, for volt-free contacts

Current for each input 4mA @ 24V

It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address

digital output modules mixed modules
MODREL2

ù

Module with 8 relay outputs especially indicated to control contactor coils or small loads (3M).

Technical Specifications
Absorption 100mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Outputs
Contact capacity in AC: 5A@250V AC cosφ=1

Contact capacity in DC: 3A@30V DC

Total maximum current on common terminal 12A

It occupies 1 output address

MOD6POW

ù

The module provides 6 single-phase power relay outputs; the insulation distance between the outputs, makes the module suitable for working with 
single-phase loads powered by a three-phase 400V AC line (9M).

Technical Specifications
Absorption 200mA

Power supply voltage bus side 24V DC ±25%

Outputs (see MOD8R)

It occupies 1 output address

MOD8R

ù

The MOD8R module is used to control, by using 8 relay power outputs with change-over contact, 8 electrical independent utilities (9M).

Technical Specifications
Absorption 280mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Outputs
Contact capacity 12A@250V cosφ=1

Maximum switching current 3A@30V DC

Maximum current peak 12A

Maximum capacity of the utilities:
Fluorescent cosφ=1
Fluorescent cosφ<1
Filament
Halogen
Metal halides
Single-phase motor

750W
1000W
2000W
2000W
150W
550W (0,75HP)

It occupies 1 output address

MOD2-2R
The MOD2-2R module groups 2 power relay inputs and 2 power relay outputs with change-over contact (3M).

Technical Specifications
Absorption 90mA

It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address

For other characteristics see MOD4-4S

MOD4-4S
The MOD4-4S module groups 4 power relay inputs and 4 power relay outputs with change-over contact (4M). Suitable to be connected to MOD4-4S 
auxiliary contacts, buttons, selectors, proximity sensors and twilight switches. The outputs can control 4 groups of independent electrical utilities or 2 
shutter motors. The module can operate in stand alone mode: in case of malfunction of the bus signal, each input controls its own output.

Technical Specifications
Absorption 160mA
Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Inputs
Current for each input power supply
Input voltage power supply

Outputs
Contact capacity 12A@250V cosφ=1
Maximum switching current 30A (500ms)
Maximum current peak 150A (20ms)
Maximum capacity of the utilities:
Fluorescent cosφ=1
Fluorescent cosφ<1
Filament
Halogen
Metal halides

750W
1000W
2000W
2000W
150W

Single-phase motor 550W (0,75HP)
It occupies 0 or 1 input address and 1 or 2 output addresses

Attention: it is absolutely forbidden to connect corrected and/or capacitive loads on the normally closed contacts of the relays. The indicated characteristics can only be guaranteed for normally open contacts. Attention: it is absolutely forbidden to connect corrected and/or capacitive loads on the normally closed contacts of the relays. The indicated characteristics can only be guaranteed for normally open contacts.
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dimmer modules dimmer modules
MOD2DM

ù

The MOD2DM module is capable of adjusting, by using the Contatto bus, two resistive or inductive loads, such as filament and halogen lights (with 
or without transformer). 4 inputs are also available that can be used to control locally the outputs or as generic inputs. The MOD2DM module can be 
controlled by one or more buttons connected to the module itself or by the Contatto bus. You can choose to control each dimmer with two buttons (Up/
Down) or a single-command button (4M).

Technical Specifications
Absorption 100mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Output status:

Filament or halogen lights 3A@30V DC

Traditional and electronic transformers with closed secondary circuit on resistive load

(low voltage halogen lights) 30÷300 VA, 230V AC 50 Hz

Input voltage 24V DC

Current for each input 5mA

It occupies 2 consecutive output addresses (one for each channel) and from 0 to 2 input addresses

MODDI

ù

The MODDI module is capable of adjusting, by using the Contatto bus, resistive, capacitive and inductive loads up to 500 W, usually for filament or 
halogen lights (with or without transformer). The ModDI module requires the MCP XT controller.
The ModDI module uses IGBT transistor technology, instead of TRIAC, to control the input voltage 230V~; the technique can be configured for “trailing 
edge” (resistive and capacitive loads) and “leading edge” (inductive transformers).
The technology controls interferences, with no need to use filter coils which are often very noisy. IGBT technology also helps to protect the module against 
overloads, short circuits and overvoltages (3M).

Technical Specifications
MAX absorption BUS side 30mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC±25%SELV

Applicable load:
• Filament or halogen lights: 20÷500W, 230V ~50Hz 
    (see relation between maximum load and environment temperature) 
• Ferromagnetic or electronic transformers with closed secondary circuit on resistive load 
   (low-voltage halogen lights: 20÷500Va, 230V ~50Hz 
• Dimmable 230V ~ LED lights: up to 80W (*) 

• Dimmable ESLs: up to 80W (*) 

Dissipated power 1.2% of the nominal power of the connected load

Line L protection fuse
3.15A/250V delayed, to be installed externally (not
provided)

Electronic protections
Short circuit, overloads, overvoltage and over
temperature

It occupies 1 output address

MOD2DV
The MOD2DV module can regulate, by using the Contatto bus, two dimmable electronic ballasts for the regulation of fluorescent lights or other. 4 inputs 
are also available that can be used to command locally the outputs or as generic inputs. The MOD2DV module can be controlled by one or more buttons 
connected to the module itself or by the Contatto bus. You can choose to control each dimmer with two buttons (Up/Down) or a single-command button 
(4M).

Technical Specifications
Absorption 110mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Output status 1÷10V 20mA

Circuit breaker capacity 12A @ 250V cosφ=1

Input voltage 24V DC

Current for each input 5mA

It occupies 2 consecutive output addresses (one for each channel) and from 0 to 2 input addresses

MOD4DV
The MOD4DV module can regulate, by using the Contatto bus, 4 external power dimmers with 0-10V input.
As an alternative to the dimmer function, the module can also be configured as 0-10V output module (8 bit) for general use.
The MOD4DV module, in dimmer mode, can be controlled by one or more buttons connected to the Contatto bus. You can choose to control each dimmer 
with two buttons (Up/Down) or a single-command button (4M).

Technical Specifications
Absorption 45mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Output status 0÷10V 10mA

Resolution 8 bits

It occupies 4 consecutive output addresses (one for each channel) and from 0 to 4 input addresses

Note: the ModDI module cannot control fluorescent lights. (*) With LED or ESL lights, the operation is closely related to the type of lamp used; the correct performance cannot be guaranteed with these 
types of lights, even if they are stated to be dimmable.
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lighting gateway lighting gateway
MODDALI

The MODDALI module  manages in the two different version MODDALI/32 or MODDALI/64 4 DALI lines to which it is possible to connect up to 32 devices 
per line or 2 DALI lines up to 64 devices. In this way you can control and adjust up to 128 DALI ballasts (6M).
The MODDALI module provides the following characteristics for each channel:
• all functions are managed by the module and can be controlled from any real or virtual input of the system, supervisor or display terminal 
• Up/Down remote commands and Single-commands to adjust the light intensity manually 
• programmable ramp from 0 to 60 seconds 
• maximum and minimum levels can be limited 
• dynamic lighting scenographies 
• the current brightness level can be saved and then retrieved; there are up to 16 pre-sets to create scenographies “in real time”; 
the pre-sets are stored in the non-volatile memory of the ballasts 
• in the event of failure of the Contatto bus or DALI bus, brightness is automatically set to a programmable level 
• short circuit diagnostics on the DALI lines and faulty light diagnostics, showing the line where the fault occurred 
• DALI section with galvanic isolation from the Contatto bus 

Four buttons on the front panel, one for each DALI line, allow you to control manually the devices connected; these buttons can control functions such as 
the continuous regulation of the luminosity level and one-touch type ON/OFF switch function.

The 32 devices per line can be controlled in the following ways:
Line: every command issued on the line will be carried out by all the devices connected to that line, therefore all devices will execute the same function.

Individually: the commands will be sent individually so that each single device will work independently; the addressing procedure, described in the 
relevant technical sheet, is needed in advance.

Groups: commands will be sent to groups so that each group of devices will work independently; the addressing procedure and the definition of groups 
is needed in advance, as described in the relevant technical sheet.

Technical Specifications
Contatto bus side absorption 45mA

Absorption DALI bus side 1A @ 12V DC, 10VA to 12V AC

Power supply voltage Contatto bus side 24V DC ±25%

Power supply voltage DALI bus side
12V AC (at full load) 10VA
or 12V DC ±5% / 1A

Number of DALI lines 4

Number of DALI devices per line 32 MAX

It occupies 1 output address and 1 optional input address

Connection Recommended Cable
Contatto Bus 4 x 2.5 sq.mm unshielded

DALI lines Up to  120 m: 2 x 0.50 sq.mm

Up to 175 m: 2 x 0.75 sq.mm

Up to  230 m: 2 x 1.00 sq.mm

Up to  300 m: 2 x 1.50 sq.mm

DALI SUPPLY 1 sq.mm

MODDMX
The MODDMX module manages, by using the Contatto bus, up to a maximum of 32 DMX devices. The module enables communication on the first 64 
channels out of the 512 provided by the DMX protocol (3M).
The MODDMX module is used in the field of professional lighting with systems that communicate through the USITT DMX-512 protocol, such as theatres, 
discotheques, architectural lighting, etc.
The MDDMX module offers the following features:
• all functions are managed by the module and can be controlled from any real or virtual input of the system, supervisor or display terminal 
• it can be controlled from one or more buttons connected to the Contatto bus 
• you can configure up to 64 scenarios to make “real time” scenographies; the scenarios are located in the non-volatile memory of the module 
• management of ramps and fades 
• management of multiple different environments with the same module 
The module can perform Up, Down and Single-command functions from real or digital inputs with one-touch function, for each channel; you can also 
save and retrieve scenarios. (3M)

Technical Specifications
Absorption 50mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25% SELV

DMX channels 64

Connectible DMX devices MAX 32, recommended 16

Number of scenarios 64

Fade time (ramp)
From 0 to 650.25 seconds, in steps of 2.55 
seconds

It occupies 1 output address

Connection Recommended cable
Contatto Bus 4 x 2.5 sq.mm unshielded

DMX line Two twisted pair wiring 2 x AWG22
MIN (for example: Belden 3107A
or 9841 or CEAM CPR6003),
MAX 1km

MODDALI8
The ModDALI8 module manages 8 DALI lines to which it is possible to connect up to 16 devices per line. In this way you can control and adjust up to 
128 DALI ballasts (or other similar device). (6M).
The 16 devices per line can be controlled exclusively in “broadcast” mode and the module does not need external power. ModDALI-8 has been specifically 
developed to simplify the commissioning and, above all, the maintenance of systems which use DALI technology.

Technical Specifications
Contatto bus side absorption 45mA

Power supply voltage Contatto bus side 24V ± 25%

Power supply voltage DALI bus side Generated by the module

Number of DALI lines 8

Number of DALI devices per line 16 MAX

It occupies 1 output address and 2 input addresses

Connection Recommended cable
Contatto Bus 4 x 2.5 sq.mm unshielded

DALI lines

Up to 120 m: 2 x 0.50 sq.mm 
Up to 175 m: 2 x 0.75 sq.mm 
Up to 230 m: 2 x 1.00 sq.mm 
Up to 300 m: 2 x 1.50 sq.mm
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temperature management modules temperature management modules
CLIMA 2-B-CM-CL

The Clima2 module is designed to regulate the temperature inside offices, schools and tertiary sector in general. The module is equipped with integrated 
temperature sensor and is capable of decentralising the room temperature regulation. Clima2 can also control, other that cold/heat sensors, a fan-coil 
with 3 operation speeds and is also equipped with a set-point control knob (optional), 4 two-colour LEDS and 5 generic digital inputs.

Technical Specifications
Absorption 50mA max at 24V DC

CLIMA 2-B-SM-CLDigital inputs 5, only for NO buttons and potential-free
Current for each digital IN 4mA (with closed contact) TYP
Sensor type NTC
Measurement range 0.0 to 40.0°C
Resolution 0.1 °C
Max error and linearity ±0.5 °C
It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address

MODCL
MODCL is a smart module specifically designed for room temperature management. The application field range of the MODCL module, goes from private 
houses to offices in large building complexes. MODCL can be housed in built-in 504 boxes.

Technical Specifications
Absorption max 50mA
Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%
Measurement range from 0 to 40 °C
Resolution 0,1 °C
Max error ± 0,5°C
Linearity ± 0,5°C
Set-point regulation range from 0 to 35.5 °C
It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address

MODAM2
MODAM2 analog input module allows the detection and processing of two input signals that can be independently configurable configured as: 
• voltage 0÷10V
• current 0÷20mA  
• temperature for PT100 sensors 
• temperature for PT1000 sensors
• temperature for NTC sensors

Technical Specifications
MAX absorbtion 35mA

Power supply 24V ± 25% SELV bus side

Voltage inputs  0÷10V, max limit 12V 

Current inputs 0÷20mA, 4÷20mA, max limit 25mA

Temperature inputs (2-wire connection technique) PT100, PT1000, NTC 10kΩ at 25°C B-value 3435K

Voltage input impedance >10kΩ

Current input impedance 90Ω
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temperature management modules energy meter modules

MODCNT
The MODCNT module is capable of transmitting the value of four metres, internal to the module, which are incremented by applying appropriate impulses 
to its inputs. This module is typically used, when combined with appropriate measurement systems, in consumption metering systems for electricity, 
water, etc. The module is in a modular box (3M).

Technical Specifications
Absorption Max 25 mA @ 24V DC 28 mA @ 30V DC
Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%
Current for each input 7 mA @ 24V DC
Input min applicable voltage 18V DC*
Input max applicable voltage 30V DC*
Input pulse minimum duration 50ms
Maximum counting frequency 10Hz duty cycle 50%
It occupies 1 input address

* On request we can supply versions with different voltage range

MODRHT
The ModRHT module detects and transmits, on the Contatto bus, the relative humidity and room temperature detected by a special sensor inside the 
device.
In addition, ModRHT calculates the dew temperature. The dew point or dew temperature is the temperature at which, in conditions of constant pressure, 
the humidity contained in the air begins to condense into water. The dew point is always less than or equal to the air temperature.

The ModRHT module also provides 2 digital points which, if active, report the following conditions:
• dew temperature greater than or equal to a configurable threshold value (eg. 14°C); useful to switch on the dehumidifier 
• dew temperature greater than or equal to a configurable threshold value (eg. 18°C safety value); useful to switch off the cooling unit. 

As mentioned, the two thresholds can be configured and are provided with a hysteresis which can be configurable separately. The ModRHT is designed 
to manage the dehumidification and cooling of the rooms.
The ModRHT module has been specifically designed for wall mounting.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage 24V DC (±25%)

MAX absorption 15 mA

Humidity measurement
Range: 0 ÷ 100%
Resolution: 0.1% points
Accuracy: ±2% points in the range 0÷100%

Temperature measurement
Range: from -5 to +50°C
Resolution: 0.1°C
Accuracy: ± 0.3°C

Resolution of the calculated dew point 0.1°C

It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address

MODANA2
MODANA2 allows the measurements of several electrical parameters of a three-phase network and it is available, under request only, in special version 
for single-phase network. 
It  consists of the ModANA-M and ModANA-S modules. The ModANA-M module is the direct interface between ModANA-S and the Contatto bus, making 
the measures immediately available and easy to use. The measures are also displayed on the front panel of the ModANA-S on a backlit LCD display. It 
can report on the bus up to 20 measurements.

consisting of

MODANA-M MODANA-S

MODANA2
MODANA-M Technical Data
MAX absorption bus side 35mA
Power supply voltage bus side 24V ± 25% SELV
MODANA-S interface RS485
Communication protocol MODBUS RTU
RS485 cable maximum length 5 metres
Dimensions 2 DIN modules (2M)

MODANA-S Technical Data
Standard power supply 230V ~ (±10%), 50-60Hz (±10%)
Consumption 6VA 
Display backlit LCD, 4 characters
Decimal point position Automatic
Measurement rate < 0,5 sec. 
Measurement type TRMS
Base precision ±0,2%
Input Un nominal voltage 100÷400V 
Input In nominal current 1÷5A; 63A; 125A 
Input range 10÷120% Un, 5÷120% In 
Operation frequency 45÷65Hz 
CT ratio (primary max.) 15000A
VT ratio (primary max.) 1MV 
Test voltage 2kV, 50Hz, 60sec.
Energy count kWh and kVarh
Maximum count 2000000000 
Dimensions 3 DIN modules (3M)
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analogue modules analogue modules
MOAN/U

Module with 1 analogue 0-10V output MOAN/U

Technical Specifications
Absorption 45mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Output signal 0÷10V - 0÷5V

Resolution 0÷10V 39mV (8bits)

Resolution 0÷5V 19.6mV (8bits)

Linearity ±1 LSB

MAX output current 10mA

It occupies 1 output address

MO420
Module with 1 analogue 4-20mA output

Technical Specifications
Absorption 60mA

Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Output signal 4÷20mA

Resolution 62μ A (8bits)

Linearity ±1 LSB

Maximum output impedance 500 Ω
It occupies 1 output address

MODAM2
MODAM2 analog input module allows the detection and processing of two input signals that can be independently configurable configured as: 
• voltage 0÷10V
• current 0÷20mA  
• temperature for PT100 sensors 
• temperature for PT1000 sensors
• temperature for NTC sensors

Technical Specifications
MAX absorbtion 35mA

Power supply 24V ± 25% SELV bus side

Voltage inputs  0÷10V, max limit 12V 

Current inputs 0÷20mA, 4÷20mA, max limit 25mA

Temperature inputs (2-wire connection technique) PT100, PT1000, NTC 10kΩ at 25°C B-value 3435K

Voltage input impedance >10kΩ

Current input impedance 90Ω
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access control modules
SYSCA2
consisting of The SysCA2 system is specifically designed to read various types of transponders such as cards, key rings, etc.. The SysCA2 system interfaces with the 

tested world of the Contatto series, by using MCP 4 and MCP XT controllers, integrating it with an easy-to-use access control system. The SysCA2 access 
control system consists of the ModCA, in modular lowered box, and a TPR/T transponder reading unit, provided with 503 box panel with integrated 
antenna and an optional external TPAS antenna.

TPAS can be installed away from the TPR/T and should be considered as a second SLAVE transponder reading unit, in other words it can exist only in 
presence of a TPR/T (for further information, refer to the SysCA2 instruction manual).
The transponder programmer on MODPQ5 bus and TAGs suitable to the system are also available. The panels of the transponder reading units (TPR/T 
and TPAS) include two LEDs which report if the transponder code is valid or not (green and red respectively).

MODCA TPR-T

TPAS
Technical Specifications

Total power consumption (MODCA + TPR/T)
40mA TYP at 24V DC
60mA max at 24V DC

MODCA power supply voltage 24V DC ±25% SELV
Power supply voltage TPR/T Provided by MODCA module
Digital inputs 2, for volt-free contacts
Current for each digital IN 4mA (with closed contact) TYP
Threshold voltage on IN digit. 8V DC TYP
Number of LED outputs 2 (code OK and NOK)
Current for each LED output 3.5mA internally limited
Number of relay outputs 1

NO relay contact MAX capacity
5A, 0÷250V AC resistive load
1A, 0÷250V AC inductive load
3A, 0÷30V DC resistive load

NO relay contact minimum switching load 1.2W (100mA at 12V DC ) 

It occupies 1 input address and 1 optional output address

MODKB
The MODKB module is specifically designed to connect numeric keyboards (not supplied by us) with standard Wiegand output and to create a simple 
PIN code access control system.

Technical Specifications
current absorption (only MODKB) 50mA at 24V
MODKB power supply voltage 24V DC ±25% SELV
Power supply voltage KEYBOARD 12  DC from MODKB
Digital inputs 2, for volt-free contacts
Current for each digital IN 4mA (with closed contact) TYP
Threshold voltage on IN digit. 8V DC TYP
Number of LED outputs 2 (code OK and NOK)
Current for each LED output 3.5mA internally limited
Number of relay outputs 1

NO relay contact MAX capacity
5A, 0-250V AC resistive load
1A, 0-250V AC inductive load
3A, 0-30V DC resistive load

NO relay contact minimum switching load 1.2W (100mA at 12V DC )

Keyboard serial protocol
WIEGAND 26 and WIEGAND 32 with 
automatic recognition

It occupies 1 input address and 1 optional output address

hospital call system
MODCSH

The ModCSH Contatto module is specifically designed to manage call systems in hospitals, nursing homes and care facilities in general. This module 
interfaces to the tested Contatto world and integrates the multiple call functions from rooms and bathrooms, managing the common areas and 
technological systems of the structure. The ModCSH module requires the controller.
Contatto MCP XT or MCP 4. Each module handles a room with two beds and a bathroom; all the call system (from the buttons to the reassurance lights, 
out-door lights, muting and cancel buttons, etc.) is managed independently by the module. The commissioning of the system is therefore very simple, 
consisting substantially in the configuration of the installed modules without particular MCP controller programming. Furthermore, the ModCSH module 
manages two head lights and the main room light.

Technical Specifications
Power supply voltage 24V ±25% SELV
MAX consumption (excluding external LED) 100mA
Digital IN 8, for volt-free contacts
Current for each 4mA digital IN
(with closed contact) TYP
Threshold voltage on IN digit. 5V TYP
Number of voltage outputs for LED lights 6
MAX current for each output voltage 150mA

NO relay contact maximum capacity:
5A, 0|250V~ resistive load
1A, 0|250V~ inductive load
3A, 0|30V resistive load

Number of relay outputs
5A, 0|250V~ resistive load
0.5A, 0|250V~ inductive load
1A, 0|30V resistive load

Relay contact minimum switching load (NO
and NC)

1.2W (100mA@12V )

It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address
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viewers
MODMETEO

The MODMETEO has been specifically designed to receive data from a weather station that records a wide range of parameters, and makes it available 
for the system. You can therefore view all the data directly on the Supervisor or Touch Screen. (3M)

The module occupies 1 input address reporting the following information:
1) Temperature in Celsius 
2) Luminous intensity in lux 
3) Wind speed in m/s 
4) Digital information (bit 0 or 1) such as: - Rain 

• Twilight 
• Temperature > = Threshold 
• Luminosity > = Threshold 
• Wind > = Threshold 
• Light from south 
• Light from west 
• Light from east 
• Sensor fail 

The 3 thresholds (Temperature, Luminosity and Wind) can be set as fixed in the memory or, by enabling 1 optional output address, in a variable way 
(for example, from Touch screen).

Note: the weather station must be installed in an easily accessible location for periodic and accurate cleaning.

WEATHER STATION

Technical Specifications
MODMETEO max absorption 50mA

Sensor max absorption 100mA

Power supply voltage 24V ± 25%

Temperature measurement from -30 to +50 °C

Luminosity measurement 0 ÷ 99000 lux

Wind speed measurement 0 ÷ 70 m/s

MODMETEO protection level IP20

Sensor protection level IP44

It occupies 1 input address and 1 optional output address

weather module
DISP2BUS

The DISP2 BUS is a data viewer directly connected to the Contatto bus, which informs the user about alarms or events retrieving memorised customizable 
texts. Thanks to its use flexibility it is used in all sectors, from industrial automation to civil technology systems.

Recess installation with hole size 135 x 74 mm. 

Technical Specifications
Absorption 100mA
Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Output contacts
Maximum switching V 60V DC or 125 V AC - Max 
switching I 1A
Maximum working power 30W in DC - 60VA in AC

Display LCD with backlighting
Characters per line 16
Number of lines 2
Number of messages 255 with 4 lines each
Protection degree frontal IP52, rear IP20
It occupies 1 input address and 2 output addresses

DISP2
The DUEMMEGI viewers of the DISP2 series are tools used to display custom messages for control activities in the industrial, technology system 
engineering and domestic sectors. The DISP2 series viewers can be configured by the user to view 16 messages with direct inputs or 255 messages with 
binary code inputs. There are two versions: for built-in and modular boxes.

Technical Specifications
Absorption 100mA
Power supply voltage 24V DC ±25%

Output contacts
Maximum switching V 60V DC or 125 V AC - Max 
switching I 1A
Maximum working power 30W in DC - 60VA in AC

Display LCD with backlighting
Characters per line 16
Number of lines 2
Number of messages 255 with 4 lines each
Protection degree frontal IP52, rear IP20
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accessories accessories

POWER SUPPLY
MCP 4 ETHWEBTOUCH

CAT 5 CAT 5

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

ROUTER DHCP

WEB TOUCH SCREEN
IP capacitive touch screen with WVGAVIDEO TFT LCD 7” resolution. The device is available in two colours, black or white frame for the built-in version, 
or black or white casing for the semi-recessed version.
The semi-recessed touch is provided including the mounting bracket for 503E-506E built-in boxes.

7” built-in

BUILT-IN 7” Technical Data
Power supply PoE or 12-24 V DC

Touch Dimensions (frame included) 245 x 155 mm, only 5 mm thick

Built-in box dimensions 230 x 140 x 70 mm

WEB TOUCH SCREEN
semi-recessed 7”

SEMI-RECESSED 7” Technical Data
Power supply PoE or 12-24 V DC

Touch Dimensions (frame included) 189 x 119 x 21 mm

Built-in box dimensions With bracket provided – 503E – 506E

WEB TOUCH SCREEN
IP capacitive touch screen with WVGAVIDEO TFT LCD 10” resolution. The device is available in black with a white or black frame. The frame can be 
customised with different colours and materials.

10” built-in

Technical Specifications
Power supply PoE or 12V DC

Touch Dimensions (frame included) 330x250 mm, only 5 mm thick

Built-in box dimensions 300 x 218 x 50 mm

VLUX
The VLUX module detects the environment luminosity value by means of a sensor supplied.
The output of the VLUX module is an analogue 0-10V signal acquired by an analogue input module used for the light regulation of offices, shops, open 
spaces.

Technical Specifications
Installation on ceiling

Power supply 24V DC

Measurement range 250 ÷ 2000Lux

Output 0-10V

Absorption 25mA @ 24V DC

  FRAGRANCE DIFFUSERS             
Fragrance diffusers are useful in all those spaces where olfactory sensations can enhance comfort.
Exhibition spaces, hotel rooms, shops, showrooms, are just examples of the places where they can be easily installed in built-in 503 boxes.

SELV POWER SUPPLIES
The system can be powered with SELV (Safety Extra Low Voltage) power supplies without transformer. The power supply is provided with overload control, 
internal over-temperature, short circuit, output voltage.

Technical Specifications
MW 3,2 MW5 MW10-MW20P

Power supply 85-264V AC 88-264V AC 88/90-264 V AC

Output voltage 24V DC 24V DC 24V DC

Adjustment via trimmer 24-28V DC 24-28V DC 24-28V DC

Output current 3,2A 5A 10-20A

Ripple 100mVpp 100mVpp 100mVpp

Approximate dimensions (mm) 32x125,2x102 40x125,2x113,5 6385,5x125,2x113,5/128,5

MODULAR POWER SUPPLIES
Modular single-phase switching power supplies are available to be mounted on a DIN rail. These power supplies are ideal for small applications, touch 
screens, GSM modules ...

Technical Specifications
AMS4,2

Power supply 85 ÷ 264 Vca

Output voltage 24 Vcc

Adjustment via trimmer 24 ÷ 29 Vcc

Output current 4,2 A

Ripple 150 mVp-p

Dimensions 70x90x54,5mm
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accessories
CBR1

The CBR1 repeater module basically doubles the total length of the bus line. It is possible to install multiple CBR1 units to significantly increase the 
extension of the bus line. The CBR1 is also used to perform a decoupling between two bus sections to increase immunity against external disturbances 
(electromagnetic disturbances, induced overvoltage conditions, etc.). Modular box (6M).

Technical Specifications
Max absorption BUS IN side 40mA

Max absorption BUS OUT side 40mA

Power supply voltage BUS IN side 24V DC ±25%

Power supply voltage BUS OUT side 24V DC ±25%

SRP
The SRP (Presence Sensor) module is a presence detector compatible with the Contatto bus. The module is to be installed on false ceilings and is able to 
detect the presence of a moving person within 10 metres.

Technical Specifications
Installation on ceiling

Power supply 8-30V DC or 12V AC

Coverage angle 100°

Detection range 10m

Maximum recommended installation height 6.5m

Output NPN and PNP with voltage

Absorption 8mA excluding current from outputs

RSCV2
The RSCV2 converter simplifies the management of the RS485 lines as the line direction sign (receive-transmit), is managed by an internal microcontroller.
Therefore, the user or the programmer do not need to worry at all about complicated signal management, and, moreover it is possible to convert, at any 
time, an RS232 line into a RS485 line and vice versa, regardless of the software used.

TELECOMANDO IR
The IR remote control with 11 channels is used to control the receiver module connected to the bus line. It is ideal for meeting rooms, auditoria, 
showrooms...

notes
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hotel line
... when customisation reaches 
top levels  

The new hotel line by Duemmegi has been designed with two objectives:

1 > flexibility of the system; 
2 > maximum aesthetic customisation of components.

For this reason we can now count on a system that extends its adaptability 
features not only towards technical operation requirements, but also towards 
aesthetics, so you never need to compromise any more.

You can simply start with a background theme, which can be any pantone colour 
or a high resolution image, and then go further into the details, choosing texts and 
icons for all-round customisation. In this way, technology can be incorporated 
into the context and not only accepted as a necessary element.



ROOM NUMBER

TRANSPONDER 
READER
TO ACCESS THE ROOM 
WITH LED AND TEXT 
INDICATING VALID OR 
NOT VALID CARD

SPACE FOR THE 
HOTEL NAME OR STARS

SPACE FOR THE 
HOTEL NAME OR STARS

BACKGROUND

3 DIGIT DISPLAY 
FOR TEMPERATURE

BACKLIT ICONS

BACKGROUND

“do not disturb” 
BUTTON

FAN COIL SPEED 
ADJUSTMENT BUTTON 

WITH STATUS ICONS

TEMPERATURE 
ADJUSTMENT BUTTONS

“clean room” 
BUTTON

customizable colour and 
fonts

text colour 
and font can be customised

text colour, font 
or stars can be customised

text colour, font 
or stars can be customised

icon colour and appearance 
can be customised

1 presence in room• 2 emergency call • 3 do not disturb • 4 clean room

1 2 3 4

customizable 
with pantone colours, 

HD textures or images

customizable 
icon colour and appearance

customizable 
icon colour and appearance

customizable 
icon colour and appearance

customizable 
icon colour and appearance

customizable 
with pantone colours, 
HD textures or image

BADGE HOLDER
WITH TRANSPONDER
READER FOR
ROOM ACTIVATION

SPACE FOR THE HOTEL 
NAME OR STARS

BACKGROUND

text colour and font 
can be customised

text colour and font and stars 
are customizable

customizable 
with pantone colours, 

HD textures or images

BADGE HOLDER

PLATE WITH TRANSPONDER READER CLIMATE CONTROL PANEL

BACKGROUND

SPACE FOR THE 
HOTEL NAME OR STARS

KEYBOARD 
WITH 8 COMMANDS 

THAT CAN BE 
CHOSEN ACCORDING 

TO SPECIFIC NEEDS

text colour, font 
or stars can be customised

icon colour and appearance
can be customised

customizable 
with pantone colours, 
HD textures or images

BED HEADBOARD PANEL
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Every environment, from the most classic to 
the most contemporary, requires the utmost 
attention to detail for its enhancement and 
to make it unique.

Duemmegi has dedicated particular 
emphasis to the hotel line in order to provide 
each customer with the highest degree of 
component customisation.

Any colour, texture or image can be in 
fact reproduced on the surface of each 
component, complying with the highest 
quality standards and guaranteeing an 
impeccable aesthetic result.

The plate with transponder reader is also available in the SLIM version

multiple
customisation
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any image, finishing or texture 
can be accurately 

reproduced on the surface.
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hotel system

Technical Specifications
Max absorption: 80mA

ModHTs power supply voltage 24V ± 25% SELV

Digital IN 5, per contatti senza potenziale

Current for each digital IN 4mA (con contatto chiuso) 

analogue temperature IN 1 per sonda NTC

Range of temperature measurement 0 ÷ 51.1°C

Temperature measurement resolution 0.1°C

MAX temperature measurement error ±0.5°C

It occupies 1 input address and 1 output address

The following table gives information about the minimum section of cables:The following table gives information about the minimum section of cables:

Bus 4x2.5 sq.mm shielded

Temperature sensor 2x0.5 sq.mm + shield, max 15 m

Inputs, contacts, buttons 0.5 sq.mm max 25 m

Electric strike Depends on the load and length

Courtesy light Depends on the load and length

Fan-coil Depends on the load and length

Solenoid valve Depends on the load and length

Room contractor Depends on the load and length

PCAM room panel 6x0.22 sq.mm + shield, max 15 m

Out-door panel TPR/H 6x0.22 sq.mm + shield, max 15m

hotel system
MODHTs

This system interfaces to the tested Contatto world and integrates the multiple room or living unit functions, managing the common areas and the 
technological systems of the structure. Each room is therefore connected to the Contatto bus for the centralised management of the system, but it is also 
possible to implement systems where each room works independently from the bus (stand-alone mode).
The independent management of each room also offers the considerable advantage of ensuring its operation, even if in a slightly degraded way, also in 
the event of bus failure; in this way the customer does not even notice.

The HT system is specifically designed for the management of specific facilities such as hotels and residences. For each room, the HT system in its 
maximum configuration, consists of:

• a MODHTs room module (in modular box 6M) 
• a PCAM room panel that allows the customer to read and set the temperature and speed of the fan-coil, and activate the “do not disturb” and “clean 
room” functions 
• a TPR/H out-door panel including a transponder reader for controlled room access and a series of LEDs 
• a badge holder with TPB integrated reader antenna to enable room services and to report the presence in the room 
• an NTC temperature sensor 
• a transponder card programmer on bus MODPQ5 and the relevant cards (KEY) 

The use of a supervision system ensures resource optimisation and the elimination of energy waste, not only with regards to room management but, 
thanks to the Contatto system, throughout the whole building:
• Common areas (Light Management, Climate, Accesses, Motorisations for: Hall, Restaurant, Reception, Lounges, Corridors, Staircases, etc.) 
• Outdoor lighting (manual, automatic, choreographic effect) 
• Technology Alarms (Electrical distribution, Electricity Cabins, C.T., Lifts, UTA, etc.) 
• Alarms In Public Toilets 
• Convention Centre 
• Wellness Centre (Swimming pools, Saunas, Steam baths, etc.) 
• Park (Lighting, Irrigation, etc.) 
• Car parks 

Savings, safety and comfort are assured by a supervision software manageable and editable directly by the maintenance staff.

Customizable cards

MODPQ5
Card programmer connected directly 
to the BUS system 
(it is possible to connect multiple 
programmers on the same BUS line)

TPR/H L
TPR/H is an out-door plate of the Hotel line by Duemmegi with integrated transponder reader, feedback LEDs for valid or invalid 
card and backlit icons.
TPR/H is available in the LARGE or SLIM versions, in white with dark grey text, black with white text or customizable.

TPR/H S
Possible customisations
room number (TPR/H L only) customizable colour and fonts

space for the hotel name or stars text colour and font and stars are customizable

valid or invalid card text customizable text colour and fonts

icons customizable icon colour and appearance

background customizable with pantone colours, HD textures or images

TPB
TPB is a badge holder for the Hotel line by Duemmegi with transponder reader for integrated room activation. 
TPB is available in white with dark grey text, black with white text or customizable.

Possible customisations
card icons and text text colour, font and card icon can be customised

space for the hotel name or stars text colour and font and stars are customizable

background customizable with pantone colours, HD textures or images

KEYBOARD/T
AXPET bed headboard panel for MOD8IL with 8 touch buttons and 8 backlighting LEDs for the icons, compatible with any standard 
503 box.
Keyboard/T is available in white with dark grey text, black with white text or customizable.

Possible customisations
buttons and icons customizable icon colour and appearance

space for the hotel name or stars text colour and font and stars are customizable

background customizable with pantone colours, HD textures or images

PCAM
PCAM is a climate control panel of the Hotel line by Duemmegi which allows the customer to set, within limits set by the owner of 
the structure, the room temperature and the fan-coil speed. The panel also allows the customer to activate the “do not disturb” 
and “clean room” functions.
PCAM is available in white with dark grey text, black with white text or customizable.
PCAM is available also with an embedded temperature probe that has to be connected directly to the MODHTs module.

Possible customisations
buttons and icons customizable icon colour and appearance

space for the hotel name or stars text colour and font and stars are customizable

background customizable with pantone colours, HD textures or images
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GENERAL CONTENTS

the Domino system

CODE ITEM DESCRIPTION p.

power supply module

08007 DFPW2 Power supply module and signal generator (20W) 34

interface unit

08032 DFPRO Programmer/Tester for Domino BUS system 35

WEB interface unit

Download da web MOBILE APPLICATIONS iCasaMia (iOS) - aCasaMia (Android) App for smartphones and tablets available from the Apple store or Google Play 36

08133/IG PLUG-IN DFAPP Plug-in graphical user interface for DFAPP 36

08133 DFAPP Ethernet interface module/Domino BUS 37

08048 DFWEB Ethernet interface module/Domino BUS with Web-Server function for local and remote web supervision 37

08132 DFH Web server for the management of 1 Domino BUS, 1 anti-intrusion system, 1 camera, 1 I/O Server, 1 IR Trans for 
remote and local web supervision 37

32043 WEBCON Pi Strato WEBCON Pi Strato Server for local and remote web supervision 38

Diverse tipologie disponibili WEBCON MINI WEBCON MINI Server for local and remote web supervision 38

Diverse tipologie disponibili WEBCON PRO WEBCON PRO Server for local and remote web supervision 38

BUS interface unit

08049 DFUSB USB/BUS Domino interface module 39

08147/C DFMB-C Clima/Domino bus Interface Module 39

control unit

08031/4STD DFCP 4 STD Programmable control module, MODBUS RTU protocol slave MODBUS Master Scheduler - Interface RS232/2x485 40

08032/4ETH DFCP 4 ETH Programmable control module, MODBUS RTU/TCP-IP protocol slave MODBUS Master, Scheduler and integrated 
Webserver - Interface RS232/2x485 40

DFTouch module

08027 DFTOUCH Monochrome 4” Touch Screen that can be connected to the Domino BUS 41

p.

the company 05

mission 06

our goals 08

duemmegi home automation 10

advantages 13

the 5 concepts 16

duemmegi supervision 18

iGlass 24

stylish icons 25

p.

traditional system 28

the bus systems 29

the domino bus system 30

domino bus system characteristics 32

CODE ITEM DESCRIPTION p.

input modules
08052/B DFIGLASS/B 6T Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 6 commands and backlighting (glass colour: WHITE) 42

08052 DFIGLASS/N 6T Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 6 commands and backlighting (glass colour: BLACK) 42

08052/6P DFIGLASS/P 6T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 6 commands and backlighting (glass colour: customizable)
Minimum order quantity 30 pz

42

08052/B/T DFIGLASS/B/T 6T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 6 commands and backlighting + temperature probe 
(glass colour: WHITE)

42

08052/N/T DFIGLASS/N/T 6T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 6 commands and backlighting + temperature probe 
(glass colour: BLACK)

42

08052/6P/T DFIGLASS/P/T 6T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 6 commands and backlighting + temperature probe (glass colour: 
customizable) – Minimum order quantity 30 pz

42

08052/4B DFIGLASS/B 4T Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 4 commands and backlighting (glass colour: WHITE) 42

08052/4N DFIGLASS/N 4T Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 4 commands and backlighting (glass colour: BLACK) 42

08052/4P DFIGLASS/P 4T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 4 commands and backlighting (glass colour: customizable)
Minimum order quantity 30pz

42

08052/4B/T DFIGLASS/B/T 4T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 4 commands and backlighting + temperature probe 
(glass colour: WHITE)

42

08052/4N/T DFIGLASS/N/T 4T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 4 commands and backlighting + temperature probe 
(glass colour: BLACK)

42

08052/4P/T DFIGLASS/P/T 4T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 4 commands and backlighting + temperature probe (glass colour: 
customizable) – Minimum order quantity 30 pz

42

08052/2B DFIGLASS/B 2T Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 commands horizontal and backlighting (glass colour: WHITE) 42

08052/2N DFIGLASS/N 2T Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 commands horizontal and backlighting (glass colour: BLACK) 42

08052/2P DFIGLASS/P 2T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 commands horizontal and backlighting (glass colour: customi-
zable) Minimum order quantity 30 pz

42

08052/2B/T DFIGLASS/B/T 2T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 commands horizontal and backlighting + temperature probe 
(glass colour: WHITE)

42

08052/2N/T DFIGLASS/N/T 2T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 commands horizontal and backlighting + temperature probe 
(glass colour: BLACK)

42

08052/2P/T DFIGLASS/P/T 2T
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 commands horizontal and backlighting + temperature probe 
(glass colour: customizable) – Minimum order quantity 30 pz

42

08052/2BV DFIGLASS/B 2T-V Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 vertical commands and backlighting (glass colour: WHITE) 42

08052/2NV DFIGLASS/N 2T-V Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 vertical commands and backlighting (glass colour: BLACK) 42
08052/2PV

DFIGLASS/P 2T-V
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 vertical commands and backlighting (glass colour: customizable)
Minimum order quantity 30 pz

42

08052/2B/TV DFIGLASS/B/T 2T-V
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 vertical commands and backlighting + temperature probe
(glass colour: WHITE)

42

08052/2N/TV DFIGLASS/N/T 2T-V
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 vertical commands and backlighting + temperature probe
(glass colour: BLACK)

42

08052/2P/TV DFIGLASS/P/T 2T-V
Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 2 vertical commands and backlighting + temperature probe 
(glass colour: customizable) – Minimum order quantity 30 pz

42

08044/N COORDINATED SOCKET SET 503 Glass rectangular plate for DFIGLASS coordinated set (glass colour: BLACK; built-in box 503)220 Socket ITALY-
GERMANY 43

08044/B COORDINATED SOCKET SET 503 Glass rectangular plate for DFIGLASS coordinated set (glass colour: WHITE; built-in box 503) 220 Socket ITALY-
GERMANY 43

08044/504/N COORDINATED SOCKET SET 504 Glass rectangular plate for DFIGLASS coordinated set (glass colour: BLACK; built-in box 504) 220 Socket ITALY-
GERMANY 43

08044/504/B COORDINATED SOCKET SET 504 Glass rectangular plate for DFIGLASS coordinated set (glass colour: WHITE; built-in box 504) 220 Socket ITALY-
GERMANY 43

08026 DF8I 8 digital IN module for NO contacts 43

08022 DFWRX 8 digital IN module for NO contacts 43

08001 DF4I 4 digital IN module for NO contacts for built-in boxes 44

08001/E DF4I (extractable) 4 digital IN module for NO contacts with extractable terminal 44

08010 DF4I/V 4 digital IN module for NO contacts with virtual elements for built-in boxes 44

08006 DF4IL 4 digital IN module for NO contacts, 4 voltage OUT contacts for LED control, for built-in boxes 44

08021 DF8IL 8 digital IN module for NO contacts, 8 OUT LEDs for built-in boxes 44

80020/N KEYBOARD/T Compatible keyboard DF8IL and MOD8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (background colour: BLACK; button 
colour: WHITE) 44

80020/B KEYBOARD/T Compatible keyboard DF8IL and MOD8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (background colour: WHITE; 
button colour: DARK GREY) 44

80020/P KEYBOARD/T Compatible keyboard DF8IL and MOD8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (customizable) 44
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multifunction modules

08140 DF4RI 4 digital IN module for NO contacts, 4 OUT with configurable power relay ON-OFF/shutters 45

08141 DF4RIR 4 digital IN module for NO contacts, 4 OUT with configurable power relay ON-OFF/shutters in lowered modular box 45

08056 DF8RIT 8 digital IN module for NO contacts, 8 out configurable ON-OFF/shutters and 1 IN for temperature sensor (not 
included) in modular lowered box 45

moduli dimmer

08145/1 DFDIM Universal dimmer module 1 channel max. 500W 46

08004 DFDM Dimmer control and regulation module for resistive and inductive loads up to 300W for built-in boxes 46

08016 DFDV Control module for ballast with 1 OUT 1-10V + 1 OUT breaker relay and 1 OUT for generic relay 47

08107 DF4DV Control module for ballast with 4 OUT 1-10V 47

lighting gateway

08050/64 DFDALI64 DALI Gateway for Domino BUS system max. 64 ballast 48

08044/D DFDMX DMX/BUS Domino interface module 49

load control modules

08091/2 DFCC2 Load control module for the management of 8 utilities 50

20026 CCSA Stand-alone load control module 50

08146 DFANA2 Multi-capacity network analyser with display consisting of DFANA-M and DFANA-S 51

climate control modules

08051 DFRHT Combined sensor for relative humidity, temperature and dew point 52

08039 DFCT/A Temperature control with sensor for built-in boxes (colour: ANODISED) 52

08040 DFCT/N Temperature control with sensor for built-in boxes (colour: BLACK) 52

08053 DFTZ/N Temperature regulation module with display (colour: BLACK) 53

08053/B DFTZ/B Temperature regulation module with display (colour: WHITE) 53

sensors

08134 DFLS Luminosity sensor + 2 digital IN module for NO contacts 54

08135 DFLS-P Luminosity sensor module with integrated presence sensor + 2 digital IN for NO contacts 54

08042/M DFMETEO Interface for WEATHER STATION (station not included) 54

06035 WEATHER STATION Weather station for DFMETEO and MODMETEO 54

08015/S DFSUN Module for measuring environmental external lights 55

08035 DFAI 2 analogue 0-10V IN module for built-in boxes 55

various modules

08045/3 DFCKIII Time slot management module without display 56

08017 DFIR Infra-red receiver module 124 channels + 2 digital IN for ON contacts for built-in boxes 56

accessories

01044 SRP Ceiling presence sensor 57

08041 DOMINO BUS CABLE Domino BUS cable 2x0.80 sq.mm without shield and drain wire 57

06050 FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER BLOW fragrance diffuser for built-in 503 box 57

webtouch

01091/N Recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 7” Recess Touch screen 7” IP with frame (frame colour: BLACK) 58

01091/B Recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 7” Recess Touch screen 7” IP with frame (frame colour: WHITE) 58

01088/N Semi-recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 7” Semi-recess Touch screen 7” IP with frame (frame colour: BLACK) 58

01088/B Semi-recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 7” Semi-recess Touch screen 7” IP with frame (frame colour: WHITE) 58

01095 Recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 10” Recess touch screen 10” IP 58

home automation kit

08030/KIT APP DFSK1 Home automation kit consisting of 1x DFAPP; 1x DF8RIT; 1x DFST/A; 1x DFPW2 59

p.

CCSA module 60

p.

duemmegi building automation 65

automation - comfort - management 66

the webcon system 68

the answer 70

certainty of data transmission 73

the Contatto system 74

CODE ITEM DESCRIPTION p.

control unit

01089 MCP 4 STD Programmable control module, MODBUS RTU protocol slave MODBUS Master Scheduler integrated RS232/2x485 
interface 78

01090 MCP 4 ETH Programmable control module, MODBUS RTU/TCP-IP protocol slave MODBUS Master, Scheduler and integrated 
Webserver - Interface RS232/2x485 78

WEB interface unit

32043 WEBCON Pi Strato WEBCON Pi Strato Server for local and remote web supervision 79

Diverse tipologie disponibili WEBCON MINI WEBCON MINI Server for local and remote web supervision 79

Diverse tipologie disponibili WEBCON PRO WEBCON PRO Server for local and remote web supervision 79

BUS interface unit

01004/2 FXPRO2 Programmer/Tester for Contatto BUS system including CVM503 cable 80

digital input modules

01006/6N MODIGLASS/N Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 6 commands and backlighting (glass colour: BLACK) 81

01006/6B MODIGLASS/B Glass touch keyboard with capacitive technology, 6 commands and backlighting (glass colour: WHITE) 81

08044/N COORDINATED SOCKET SET 503 Glass rectangular plate for DFIGLASS coordinated set (glass colour: BLACK; built-in box 503) 220 Socket ITALY-
GERMANY 81

08044/B COORDINATED SOCKET SET 503 Glass rectangular plate for DFIGLASS coordinated set (glass colour: WHITE; built-in box 503) 220 Socket ITALY-
GERMANY 81

08044/504/N COORDINATED SOCKET SET 504 Glass rectangular plate for DFIGLASS coordinated set (glass colour: BLACK; built-in box 504) 220 Socket ITALY-
GERMANY 81

08044/504/B COORDINATED SOCKET SET 504 Glass rectangular plate for DFIGLASS coordinated set (glass colour: WHITE; built-in box 504) 220 Socket ITALY-
GERMANY 81

01042 MOD4I/S 4 digital IN module for NO contacts 82

01038 MOD8I/A 8 digital IN module for NO contacts 82

01087/L MOD32IL 32 digital IN module for NO contacts and 32 status LEDs on the module 82

01033 MOD8IL 8 digital IN module for NO contacts, 8 OUT LEDs for built-in boxes 83

80020/N KEYBOARD/T Keyboard compatible with MOD8IL and DF8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (background colour: 
BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 83

80020/B KEYBOARD/T Keyboard compatible with MOD8IL and DF8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (background colour: 
WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 83

80020/P KEYBOARD/T Keyboard compatible with MOD8IL and DF8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (customizable) 83

01011 MODIR Combined infra-red receiver module with 4 digital IN for NO contacts, 8 OUT LEDs for built-in box 83

radio modules

01029/W MODWRX Wireless receiver module 84

the Contatto system
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luminosity sensors

01072 MODLC Ambient light sensor with 2 digital IN for NO contacts. If necessary, it can perform the regulation logic on-board 85

01077 MODLC-P Ambient light sensor with 2 digital IN for NO contacts and built-in presence sensor. If necessary, it can perform the 
regulation logic on-board 85

01075 MODLC-WM Ambient light sensor for wall mounting with 1 digital IN for NO contacts. If necessary, it can perform the regulation 
logic on-board 85

01076 MODLC-WM-P Ambient light sensor for wall mounting with built-in presence sensor and 1 digital IN for NO contacts. If necessary, it 
can perform the regulation logic on-board 85

01032 MODSUN Module for measuring environmental external lights 85

digital output modules

01066 MODREL2 Module 8 OUT relay 5A NA 86

01016 MOD8R Module 8 OUT relay 12A (change-over contact) 86

01071 MOD6POW Module 6 power relay OUT NA for single-phase loads distributed on different three-phase lines (400V AC) 86

mixed modules

01040 MOD2-2R 2 digital IN module for NO contacts, 2 OUT power relays 87

01062 MOD4-4S Multi-function 4 digital IN module for NO contacts, 4 OUT power relays 12A configurable ON-OFF/motorisations. It 
can also be used as stand-alone module. 87

01140 MOD4TP/I Command module for 4 shutters/Venetian blinds with motion time calculation and 8 digital IN for NO contacts. 87

dimmer modules

01054 MOD2DM 4 digital IN module for NO contacts, 2 power OUT for filament or halogen lights up to 300W. It can also be used as 
stand-alone module. 88

01073 MODDI IGBT dimmer control and regulation module for lights up to 500W 88

01053 MOD2DV Control module for ballast with 2 OUT 0-10V + 2 breaker relay outputs and 4 digital inputs for NO contacts. It 
can also be used as stand-alone module. 89

01063 MOD4DV Control module for ballast with 4 OUT 0-10V or configurable as 0-10V (8bits) for generic use 89

lighting gateway modules

01025 MODDALI Interface DALI/Contatto BUS module with 4 channels up to 128 devices 90

01025/8 MODDALI8 Interface DALI/Contatto BUS module with 8 broadcast channels 16 ballasts each 91

01028 MODDMX DMX/BUS Contatto interface module 91

temperature management modules

01141 MODAM2 Multifunction analog input module 92

01135 CLIMA2-B-CM-CL Wall climate module with integrated temperature sensor (NTC), set-point control knob, 4 programmable LEDs and 5 
digital IN module for NO contacts (colour: WHITE) 93

01136 CLIMA2-B-SM-CL Wall climate module with integrated temperature sensor (NTC), 4 programmable LEDs and 5 digital IN for NA 
contacts (colour: WHITE) 93

01020 MODCL Timer-thermostat module with LCD display for 504 box (frame not included) 93

01078 MODRHT Combined sensor for relative humidity, temperature and dew point 94

energy meter modules

01085/2 MODANA2 Multi-capacity network analyser with display consisting of MODANA-M and MODANA-S 95

01041 MODCNT Meter module with 4 channels 95

analogue modules

01141 MODAM2 Multifunction analog input module 96

01018 MOAN/U 1 analogue OUT 0-10V module 97

01031 MO420 1 analogue OUT 4-20mA module 97

CODE ITEM DESCRIPTION p.

access control modules

80019/N SYSCA2 Access control module consisting of MODCA in modular lowered box + TPR/T panel with integrated transponder 
reader and feedback LEDs (panel for 503 box) (background colour: BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 98

80019/B SYSCA2 Access control module consisting of MODCA in modular lowered box + TPR/T panel with integrated transponder reader 
and feedback LEDs (panel for 503 box) (background colour: WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 98

80019/P SYSCA2 Access control module consisting of MODCA in modular lowered box + TPR/T panel with integrated transponder 
reader and feedback LEDs (panel for 503 box) (customizable) 98

80021/N TPAS Additional SLAVE panel with integrated transponder reader and feedback LEDs (panel for 503 box) (background 
colour: BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 98

80021/B TPAS Additional SLAVE panel with integrated transponder reader and feedback LEDs (panel for 503 box)(background 
colour: WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 98

80021/P TPAS Additional SLAVE panel with integrated transponder reader and feedback LEDs (panel for 503 box)(customizable) 98

01086 MODKB Access control module for keyboard with PIN code in modular lowered box – Standard Wiegand (keyboard not 
supplied by us) 98

hospital call system

80015 MODCSH Hospital call management module 99

weather module

01037/M MODMETEO Interface for WEATHER STATION (not included) 100

06035 WEATHER STATION Weather station for MODMETEO and DFMETEO 100

viewers

03025 DISP2BUS Text indicator 255 binary inputs 101

03001 DISP2 Text indicator 16 direct or binary contacts up to 255 101

accessories

01067 VLUX Light measurement module with 1 0-10V OUT on-board in modular lowered box (interior luminosity sensor included). 
Module stand-alone or integrated to the Contatto system using the 0-10V output 102

06050 FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER BLOW fragrance diffuser for built-in 503 box 102

Different types available SELV POWER SUPPLIES SELV 220/24V power supplies 102

Different types available MODULAR POWER SUPPLIES 220/24V DIN Rail power supply modules 102

01091/N Recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 7” Recess Touch screen 7” IP with frame (frame colour: BLACK) 103

01091/B Recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 7” Recess Touch screen 7” IP with frame (frame colour: WHITE) 103

01088/N Semi-recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 7” Semi-recess Touch screen 7” IP with frame (frame colour: BLACK) 103

01088/B Semi-recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 7” Semi-recess Touch screen 7” IP with frame (frame colour: WHITE) 103

01095 Recess WEB TOUCH SCREEN 10” Recess touch screen 10” IP 103

01043 CBR1 Repeater module to double the total length of the Contatto BUS line 104

99002 RSCV2 RS232/RS485 converter (24V DC power supplier not included) 104

08090 IR REMOTE CONTROL Remote control with 11 buttons for infra-red receiver module for DFIR or MODIR 104

01044 SRP Ceiling presence sensor 104
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hotel system

80001/S MODHTs Hotel room management module 114

80008 KEY Transponder card 114

80013 MODPQ5 Transponder card programmer 114

80017/L/N TPR/H L Out-door LARGE plate with integrated transponder reader (background colour: BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 115

80017/L/B TPR/H L Out-door LARGE plate with integrated transponder reader (background colour: WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 115

80017/L/P TPR/H L Out-door LARGE plate with integrated transponder reader (customizable) 115

80017/N TPR/H S Out-door SLIM plate with integrated transponder reader (background colour: BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 115

80017/B TPR/H S Out-door SLIM plate with integrated transponder reader (background colour: WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 115

80017/P TPR/H S Out-door SLIM plate with integrated transponder reader (customizable) 115

80020/N KEYBOARD/T Keyboard compatible with MOD8IL and DF8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (background colour: 
BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 115

80020/B KEYBOARD/T Keyboard compatible with MOD8IL and DF8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (background colour: 
WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 115

80020/P KEYBOARD/T Keyboard compatible with MOD8IL and DF8IL with 8 channels and 8 programmable LEDs (customizable) 115

80018/N TPB Badge holder (background colour: BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 115

80018/B TPB Badge holder (background colour: WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 115

80018/P TPB Badge holder (customizable) 115

80016/N PCAM Climate control panel (background colour: BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 115

80016/B PCAM Climate control panel (background colour: WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 115

80016/P PCAM Climate control panel (customizable) 115

80016/N/T PCAM Climate control panel + temperature probe (background colour: BLACK; button colour: WHITE) 115

80016/B/T PCAM Climate control panel + temperature probe (background colour: WHITE; button colour: DARK GREY) 115

80016/P/T PCAM Climate control panel + temperature probe (customizable) 115

p.

Hotel line 106

Hotel line

notes
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